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CHAPTER1 
Introduction 

This study was motivated by the planned acquisition of nuclear 

powered attack submarines (SSNS)~ by three non-nudear weapons states 

(NNWS) India, Brazil and Canada. There is concern that possession of 

SSNs by NNWS states might facilitate the proliferation of nuclear weapons 

by providing either; (1) the opportunity for diversion of the fiesile material 

used as fuel, or (2) a rationale for the development of indigenous uranium 

enrichment capability, 

U.S. and British nuclear submarine reactors are fueled with very 

highly enriched uranium; typically 97.3% in the US. case.[l] France, 

however, has deployed SSNs fueled with low enriched uranium (LEU); 

typically less than 10%.[2] (By convention, weapons-grade uranium 

(WGU), highly enriched uranium (HEU) and low enriched uranium (LEU) 

are defined to be uranium which has a V235 content of greater than 90%, 

greater than 20 % and less than 20% respectively.) Since the critical mass 

increases rapidly below 2096, LEU is considered to be lees of a proliferation 

concern than HEU, although more plutonium is produced in an LEU fueled 

reactor. For this reason, it is generally easier to purchase LEU on the 

international market, reducing the argument for the need to develop 

indigenous enrichment capability. Relevant here is the fact that more than 

half of the separative work of the enrichment process required to produce 

HEU has been done in producing LEU.[3] 

As distinguished from SSBNs which are both nuclear powered and are also armed with 
nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles. 



The purpose of this study is to assess the tradeoffs involved in the use of 

HEU Vs. LEU as an SSN reactor fuel, with regard to such factors as core 

life, core size, and reactor safety. This has been accomplished by modeling 

one HEU and an two LEU reactor cores for comparison. 

1.1 Conventional Vs. Nuclear PropuiSicm 

Drag power requirements for a submarine are related to its velocity by 

the following correlated equation.[4] 

where, 

P = propulsive power (MW) 

Cd = drag coefficient 

V = volume displacement (ma) 

v = forward speed (knots) 

For a submarine such as the French-designed Rubis of 2385tons 

(2385m3) displacement while surfaced and 2670tons (2670m3 ) submerged 

displacement, the estimated shaft power for varying forward velocities as 

calculated by Equation 1, are presented in Table l.[5] These figures 

represent a combined propeller/transmission system efficiency of about 75%. 

These powers are calculated for a minimum drag coefficient of (Crf = 0.025). 

However, for a submarine with a drag coefficient of 0.035, which is not 

unusual depending on the general condition of the hull, the drag power 



requirement can increase by as much as  40%.[4]. One should note the 

propulsive power increases with the cube of the forward velocity. 

The Rubie can be considered to be an intermediate size submarine 

whose volume displacement and total power requirements will serve as a 

design basis. Submarine submerged volume displacements range from the 

lO7Otons (1070m3 )West German Vastergotland class diesel powered 

submarine or SSK, to the 8400tona (8400m3 )of the British SSN, HMS 

Resolution.[6] 

Naval submarines must be able to take evasive action requiring high 

speeds of 25-30 knots or greater. Since an SSK runs submerged on 

electricity produced by diesel generators and stored in batteries, this can 

only be achieved for a short period of time; typically 1 hour maximum. This 

is due to the tremendous propulsive power requirements which rapidly 

deplete the batteriea.[5] SSKs can maintain an average speed of about 13 

knots submergedJ61 The higher the average speed, the higher the 

'indiscretion rate" or the percentage of time that the submarine must 

surface to snorkel. In doing so, an SSK is highly vulnerable to radar 

detection, visual detection and attack by surface ships, aircraft and other 

submarines. 

By contrast, most SSNs can maintain an average speed of 25-35 knots 

without approaching the surface. SSNs have an underwater endurance 

which is limited only by the endurance of the crew. The SSN can thus 

make high-speed, long distance undetected transits from one part of the 

world to another. Only SSNs are capable of traveling under the Polar Ice 

Cap, through the Northwest Passage and into the Arctic Ocean. 



Table 1.1 Submarine power requirements at 2670 tom displacement 
[adapted from Reference El 

Forward 
Speed (knots) 

0 
2 

4 

Propulsive 
Power(MW) 

0 
0.004 
0.029 

Hotel 
Power(MW) 

0.150 
0.150 
0.150 

0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 

Total 
Power(MW) 

0.150 
0.154 
0.179 
0.246 
0.379 
0.598 
0.923 

By consequence, an SSN i8 a vehicle of maneuver since it's capabilities 

and relative invulnerability provide much greater operating flexibility, 

enabling i t  to redeploy quickly and often, in the wake of changing tactical 

requirements. Clearly SSNs are more desirable as a military platform 

than SSKs. However, they cost much more than SSKs. especially if one 

takes into account the need for more sophisticated training and support. 



Nuclear submarine propulsion systems generally consist of a small 

(relative to commercial power reactors) pressurized light water (PWR) 

reactor. A typical pressurized water reactor plant is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Light water of the primary loop at approximately 15MPa is circulated 

through the core and exits as nearly saturated water. Reactor inlet and 

outlet temperaturea are roughly 2WÂ° and 320Â° respectively.[7] The 

nearly saturated outlet water enters a heat exchanger or steam generator 

where heat is transferee! to a cooler secondary loop with inlet and saturated 

outlet temperatures of roughly 225OC and 285OC refipectively.[7] Secondary 

loop pressure is TMPa which produces a steam quality of about 15%. The 

steam is then used to drive a turbine which may be mechanically connected 

to either a gearbox in which the shaft rotation speed is reduced and used to 

drive the boat propeller directly, or to an electric generator for propulsion 

through an electric motor, Figure 1.2. 

As water flows through the core and is exposed to a neutron flux, the 

following reaction takes place, 

Submarine personnel in contact with any portion of the primary loop 

during reactor operation could receive a significant gamma radiation dose. 

Thus the submarine nuclear power plant consists of two basic sections. 



1) A shielded radioactive compartment containing the reactor, a 

 pressurize^, a steam generator and a primary coolant pump. 

2) A nonradioactive machinery compartment containing the steam 

turbines, drive train and condensers. 

The steam generator serves as a barrier preventing radioactivity from 

leaving the shielded compartment. It should also be noted that since N16 

has a half life of 7.138, personnel can enter the shielded compartment 

roughly one minute after reactor shutdown. 

During the lifetime of the reactor the fission products are prevented 

from escaping to the environment by a total of five separate barriers. First, 

the metallurgy of the fuel is optimized to retain the fission products within 

the matrix of the fuel itself. Secondly, the individual fuel elements are 

hermetically sealed in metal tubes or sandwitched between metal plates 

known as cladding. Thirdly, the fuel in its entirety is encased in a high- 

integrity reactor pressure vessel. Fourthly, the nuclear propulsion system 

is contained in an airlock compartment within the submarine. Finally, the 

pressure hull of the submarine itself serves as the fifth boundary to the 

outside environment. 

Due to volume and weight constraints in submarine design, the former 

which is more constraining, it is desirable to keep the power plant as small 

and compact as possible. Since shielding accounts for a large percentage of 

total plant weight, it is especially desirable to keep the reactor core and 

steam generator as small and compact as possible. This can be better 

accomplished if the components in the shielded compartment are 

constructed using an integral design such as that developed by the French 



firm, Technicatome, and employed in all of France's SSNs, Figure 1.3. In 

this design, the reactor, steam generator, and primary coolant pump are 

integrated into one steam producing unit eliminating component 

separation and the large diameter interconnecting primary loop piping. 

The following criteria have been employed in the nuclear reactor 

designs of this study. 

1) The over-all core design study can be simplified with a one- 

dimensional neutronics calculation of the fuel assembly for the 

comparative purposes of this project. The EPRI-Cell Code (see 

Appendix E.), which computes the space, energy, and burnup 

dependence of the neutron spectnun within light water reactor 

fuel cells and which has been modified by Argonne National 

Laboratory for use on plate-type research reactor fuels, is used for 

this purpose.[9] 

2) For this study the thermal-hydraulic parameters of fuel 

temperatures and required flow rates are assumed not to 

be limiting within the aimplificationa which are discussed in 

Section 1.4 and the fuel element design presented in Chapter 3. 

This judgement is baaed on review of operating experiences with 

the chosen mechanical arrangement of the fuel design (i.e. the 

Engineering Test Reactor, ETR, of the National Reactor Testing 

Station operated by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) 
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Figure 1.2. Typical nuclear submarine propulsion system.[G] 
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3) It was assumed that no shuffling of the fuel elements would take 

place in order to extend fuel burnup. A t  the end of core life, fuel 

elements near the center of the core are depleted more than those 

in the outer region of the core. In a fuel shuffling operation, 

gome of the fuel elements near the outer regions of the core are 

switched with fuel elementa near the core center. Consequently 

the total available reactivity of the core is increased. Reactivity is 

defined in Appendix C. Fuel burnup is discussed in Appendix D. 

4) To conserve space, the reactor cores and components of Figure 1.1 

were assumed to be constructed using the integral design of 

Figure 1.3 thus permitting the use of a larger reactor core. This 

applies to both the LEU and HEU reactors designs. 

The objectives of the present calculations are to provide: 

1) Comparisons of reactor core sizes for uranium enrichments of 

7%, 20% and 97.3% with varying amounts and distributions of 

bumable poison, gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3). A burnable poison 

is a neutron absorbing material placed in certain locations of a 

fuel element in order to reduce the excessive neutron 

multiplication at  the beginning-of-life, (BOC), of the reactor core. 

Aa the fuel fissions, the gadolinium (Gd) also bums out, thus 

providing a longer core refueling interval. 



2) Estimates of the safety parameters such as the Doppler, void and 

temperature coefficients of reactivity as a function of enrichment 

and quantity of bumable poison, Gd203, present in the reactor. 

3) Fuel bumup information and plutonium buildup in the LEU 

cores at comparable powers and operating cycles. 

These results can be used as a basis for deciding if selected cases should 

be calculated in more detail, including distributed burnable poison and/or 

enrichment for power flattening and better burnup; control movement 

reactivity and power peaking effects, and thermal-hydraulic considerations. 

Power flattening involves the reduction of the peaking factor which is 

described in Section 1.4. 

Upon reaching the above outlined objectives, conclusions can be drawn 

about the effects, if any, of using LEU as a fuel instead of HEU, on 

submarine design and operation. For example, if the LEU cores were 

found to be significantly larger than the HEU core for a given reactor 

power, a larger hull may be needed for the LEU fueled submarine 

compared to the HEU fueled submarine . Based on the discussion of Section 

1.2, this will reduce the submarines maximum forward velocity. Also, if 

the unshuffled LEU core lifetimes are shorter than that of the unshuffled 

HEU core (the HEU core lifetime may, in some cases, be as long as the 

submarine lifetime), the submarine must return to port for fuel shuffling 

or refueling. These are major operations that for many submarine designs 

require cutting open the hull, thus increasing the time the submarine will 

be out of service. Submarine designers have generally avoided the use of 



hatches due to sealing problems at large depths.[10] However, the French 

Rubis does use large hatches to refuel. 

1.4 Selection of Reactor Design Limits 

In order for an SSN with a submerged volume displacement similar to 

that of the Rubis to attain forward velocities of 25-35 knots, a reactor power 

output of approximately 50 MWth is required. This is based on a typical 

PWR plant thermodynamic efficiency of 33%, which yields a shaft power of 

16.35MWe. As shown in Table 1.1, this corresponds to a forward velocity of 

33.2 knots. For the unfavorable hull conditions described earlier. Equation 1 

yields a maximum forward velocity of 29.6 knots, considering the propeller 

/transmission efficiency. As a result of these considerations, this study 

focuses on SSN reactors of 50MWth power output. 

For this study uranium dioxide, UOa , was selected as the fuel and 

Zircaloy was selected as the cladding material for reasons that will be 

discussed in depth in Chapter 2. Uae of HEU permits a smaller 

concentration or volume fraction of fuel in the fuel elements of a given 

dimension than does use of LEU. In the HEU case the volume unoccupied 

by fuel is occupied by zircaloy. Since U02 is a ceramic of poor thermal 

conductivity and rircaloy has a relatively high thermal conductivity, the 

HEU fuel elements can be operated with a higher average volumetric heat 

generation rate or average power density (qtqtavn). This is because the 

effective thermal conductivity of the mixture of UOz and zircaloy present in 

the HEU fuel elements is higher than that of the UOo present in the LEU 

fuel elements. Based on a review of the operating experiences of existing 

HEU and LEU reactors, the maximum power density for the HEU reactor to 



be analyzed here was set at  lOOOkWA and for the LEU reactors was set at 

about 10OkWA. The 93% enriched, U02 fueled Advanced Test Reactor at the 

National Reactor Testing Station operated by Idaho National Engineering 

Laboratory has a h u m  operating power demity of about 26OOkWA.[ll] 

Commercial PWRa fueled with LEU of about 3% average enrichment, 

operata with a maximum power denkty of ahut 2WkWA. To be 

consexvative, the maximum power densities to be applied to theae 

calculations were reduced. For each reactor design to be considered for this 

study, a minimum average power density limit (qfqtave) was set at 50kWA in 

order to ensure the ability of the reactor to produce steam. The average 

power density in a commercial BWR is about 56kWA. 

Another important design parameter that was estimated for purposes 

of this study is the ratio of the maximum heat generation rate to the 

average heat generation rate or more simply, the power peaking factor (a). 

For a typical unreflected cylindrical reactor (bare reactor) Q is 

approximately 3.6. However for a reflected cylindrical reactor, Sl is reduced 

to about 2.5.[7] The reactor designs considered here are assumed reflected 

by a layer of light water. It is possible to further reduce the peaking factor 

by a non-uniform distribution of burnable poison, however this has not been 

investigated in this study. 

In this study, LEU reactor cores with uranium enrichments of 7% and 

20%, and an HEU core of 97.3% uranium enrichment were modeled. An 

enrichment value of 97.3% was selected since U.S. and British SSNs are 



fueled with uranium of this enrichment. U.S. SSN reactor cores are reported 

to have refueling intervals greater than 12 years, while future designs are 

aimed at  refueling intervals approaching 20 years, or the service lifetime of 

the ~ubm&e.[2] Thus for the HEU core to be analyzed in this study, the 

design operating lifetime without fuel shuffling or refueling, was set at  20 

years. These refueling intervals are based on a submarine service time of 240 

days per year at  sea while operating a t  an average of 25% of full power, or 60 

full power days per year (60 FPDM. As deduced from Equation 1, this 

represents about 63% of the maximum velocity. 

(Percent of maximum velocity) = ( 0 . 2 5 ) ~  = 0.63 (1.3) 

It is known that the French designed Rubis is fueled with uranium of 

three different enrichments whose average is less than 10%.[10] The value 

of 7% was selected since the French have reported detailed designs of 

'Caramel" fuel for research reactors with 7% enrichment.[12] This fuel 

element design is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, It was not possible to 

attain a refueling interval of 20 years for a 50MW reactor core fueled with 

uranium of 10% enrichment or less without increasing the size of the core 

and prohibitively lowering the average volumetric heat generation rate 

( q ' I t a v e ) .  Too low a value of q'" will result in an insufficient coolant 

tempe-rature rise in the core. Thus a refueling interval of 10 years was 

selected as a design parameter for the 7% enriched LEU core. With fuel 

shuffling, however, the operating lifetime of this core can be increased. 

Newer U.S. SSN reactor core designs are being developed with refueling 

intervals approaching 20 years and other nations seeking SSNs may desire 

a similar capability. Our aim was to determine the poaaible effects or 



differences in submarine design and operation between submarines fueled 

with HEU and those fueled with LEU. Thus an LEU core also with a 

refueling interval of 20 years needed to be modeled. As a result, feasibility 

calculations were done for a reactor core of 20 year operating life and fueled 

with uranium enriched to 20%. 

Throughout a reactor core life time (begimiing-of-life(BOL) - endof-life 

(EOL)) the total available reactivity swings from ~orne maximum design 

value to some minimum design value a t  which the reactor can no longer 

operate. The maximum design value is determined by the total possible 

negative reactivity that can be inserted by control rods. The minimum 

design value is set a t  some point above zero reactivity in order to 

compensate for the buildup to some maximum value, of the neutron 

absorbing isotope Xe137 upon shutdown of the reactor. Thia isotope results 

from the decay of certain fission products. The maximum and minimum 

design reactivity values that have been conservatively estimated based on 

consideration of existing reactors, corresponds to values of hrr = 1.24 and 

k<(r = 1.04 respectively. The terms reactivity and keir are defined in 

Appendix C. 

During the operating lifetime of a reactor core, the maximum 

permissible materials-limited fuel burnup may be reached before the 

minimum design reactivity value. A t  this point, structural integrity of the 

fuel element may not be assured if the fission process were allowed to  

continue. This results from fission gas pressure buildup (i.e., some fission 

products are gases) and irradiation damage to the fuel matrix. For the fuel 

element design used in the LEU cases, the materials-limited fuel bumup 

limit is estimated to be 60,OOOMWd/T.[13] The burnup limit for the fuel 

element design used in the HEU case will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 



neutronice data provided by the EPRI-Cell code, it will be possible to 

calculate with accuracy sufficient for this study, the information outlined 

in Section 1.3. 

The design choices and assumed limits are summarized in Table 1.2. 



Table US Design choices and limits for comparative core neutron 
analysis studies. 

Total reactor power MWth 

Power density limit kWAiter (q'"ave) 

Minimum power density 
kW/liter (qt''ave) 

Mechanical limit on bumup MWd/T 

Desired years of operation without 
refueling at 60 full power dayw'year 
(60 F.P.D./yr) 

Control rod reactivity worth 

= 60,000 (See Figure 3.3) 

= 10 years = 20 years 

keff (max) = 1.24 
keR (mid = 1.04 (For 
Xe override) 

7) Peaking Factor ~ 2 . 5  ~2.5 

8) Height to radius ratio of USS Savannah reactor = 2.5 [I41 



Nuclear reactor fuel elements consist of a system of interacting 

materials that includes the fuel material, dad material and and in most 

cages a reactivity control material (i.e., bumable poison). For the optimum 

performance required of an SSN reactor as described in Chapter 1, small 

~ize ,  high power denmty and rmmimm r&e- Methe, this system of 

materials must allow g o d  neutmn economy, maximum he1 burnup, and 

corrosion resistance. This system must attain these goals while subject to 

the environment encountered in the PWR core described in Section 1.2 

which includes high neutron fluxes (at high energies) as well as high 

operating temperatures, system pressures, thermal gradients and heat 

fluxes. Also of great importance is the chemical compatibility of the fuel 

element materials with respect to each other and to the reactor coolant (i.e., 

H20). This system of materials must also be capable of withstanding 

transient and off-normal conditions without failure and must retain 

coolable geometry during accident conditions such as a LOCA (loss-of- 

cooling-accident) or LOFA (loas-of-flow-accident). 

A fuel element composed of a given set of materials may meet a given 

set of performance objectives for a given set of reactor operating conditions. 

However, the fuel element may be entirely inadequate when exposed to a 

different reactor environment. For example, a particular fuel element may 

perform satisfactorily in a low temperature research reactor used for the 

production of neutrons but may melt or rapidly corrode when exposed to the 

relatively high operating temperatures of a central station power 

generating reactor or an SSN propulsion reactor. This fuel element may be 



even less attractive for w e  or in a reactor cooled with a fluid other than 

H20. The final material8 selection procegfl is more or lees a compromise 

between the various in-reactor operating properties and characteristics of 

the fuel element materials that results in a combination that moat closely 

meete the performance objectives. 

The same performance objectives and reactor operating environment 

mentioned above must be considered for the determination of the aim and 

shape of the fuel elemento and the thickness of the cladding. This will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

The central and most important constituent of a nuclear reactor is the 

fuel material in which energy is produced from the nuclear fission process. 

In most cases, the operating lifetime of the fuel element is limited by the 

fuel material. For a reactor fueled with HEU, the operating lifetime of the 

fuel element is often limited by the mechanical behavior of the fuel when 

irradiated in the reactor environment. For the reactor fueled with LEU, the 

lifetime is often limited by the available reactivity aupplied by the fuel 

elements. The reactivity limitation of LEU fuel results froni two effects; the 

concentration of fissile material may be low compared to the HEU case, and 

use of LEU results in the addition of neutron absorbing V226 (i.e., negative 

reactivity). 



The fuel material must be carefully chosen in order far the fuel element 

to meet the SSN reactor fuel element design objectives of maximum 

bumup, maximum operating lifetime, c o d o n  rematence and ability to 

withatand credible accident conditions. In the following section, the 

required fuel material characteristics that permit the fuel element to meet 

these objectives have been summarized. 

1) In order to produce the reactor coolant outlet temperature of 

320OC necessary for the production of steam, high fuel 

temperatures are required. Thus the melting point of the fuel 

must be sufficiently above the maximum normal operating 

temperature of the fuel element to provide a safety margin in the 

event of an accident that raises the fuel element temperature. 

The combination of fuel conductivity and melting point must be 

compatible to allow for this temperature margin. The maximum 

fuel temperature calculation method and associated assumptions 

are discussed in Section 4.2. 

2) The file? material should have only one crystal structure within 

the operating temperature range of the reactor (i.e., room 

temperature to maximum operating temperature). Changes in 

crystal structure are usually accompanied by a volume change 

that can damage the fuel element. 



3) To preserve fuel element integrity during the attainable lifetime 

of the hd elawnti b u d  on he1 mmhmid behavior he1 

material or available reactivity in the fuel elements), the fuel 

material should be chemically and metallurgically inert with 

respect to the reactor coolant and fuel element cladding. 

4) In order to conserve reactivity, the nonfiaaionable constituent of 

the fuel material should have a relatively low macroscopic 

neutron absorption croes-section (Ta). 

5) "Hie fuel must exhibit good irradiation behavior. When uranium 

or pl~tonium atoms fission, thy produce a wide range of fission 

products. Among them, are the noble gasee xenon and krypton 

which are produced in approximately 30% of all fissions. Xenon 

is also produced by the decay of other fission products or 

precursors such as iodine. These gases can remain in the fuel 

and form bubbles which cause the fuel to swell or the gasses can 

diffuse to the surface and contact the cladding. In either case, 

the cladding is subject to a pressure which rises steadily with 

fuel bumup. At the limit, the internal fission gas pressure will 

exceed the coolant pressure and cause the cladding to fail. Hence 

fission gas behavior is a major factor with regard to the selection 

of a particular reactor fuel. The ideal fuel material retains 

fission gases within its structure and resists swelling. 



6) Th0 ha1 material ahodd permit m h u m  uranium loading per 

unit volume of fuel. An enrichment limit imposed on the 

uranium fuel produces two effects which must be considered. 

Lowering the uranium enrichment results in the addition of U238 

which reduces the reactivity of the fuel element even if the 

amount of Umcan be kept the same. Further, the added U2S 

reduces the allowable loading or concentration of U236 in the 

reactor fuel elements. For many reactor fuel element designs, 

uae of LEU will sufficiently lower the initial reactivity so aa to 

render the use of the fuel element impractical. This will be 

discussed further in Chapter 3. It should be noted that there are 

three ways to regain reactivity lost by the use of LEU: (1) the use 

of higher uranium-loading fuel, (2) the use of a higher 

performance reflector material, and (3) increase the core size. Of 

course a combination of these approaches can be used.[12.] 

21.2 Review of the Fuels Considered for this Study 

Generally, the many proven nuclear fuels in existence today consist of a 

fissile material which is mixed with a fertile material or diluent. In this 

case, and as stated earlier, the fissile material is U235, and the fertile 

material is V 3 8 .  This fissile/fertile mixture is almost always combined 

with some other element or elements in the form of a compound, alloy or 

mixture. As a result, nuclear fuels may be grouped into three different 

classes: metallic, ceramic and dispersion types; some examples of which 

are considered in the proceeding discussion. 



The following section reviewe the fuel types that have been considered 

for use as an SSN reactor fuel both in the past and for the purposes of this 

study. The ceramic and metallic compounds of uranium that were 

considered are listed in Table 2.1. The alloys of uranium that were 

considered for use as nuclear fuels are listed in Table 2.2. These tables are 

by no means exhaustive. 

2,124.1 Metallic Uranium Fuel 

The ideal uranium fuel is the metal itself since it has thr highest 

uranium mas0 density or uranium loading possible, (18.9 g/cm3). Its high 

thermal conductivity of 35 W/rno0K allows a he1 maximum temperature on 

the order of 600OC for the fuel element designs considered for this study. 

This offsets the relatively low melting point (113O0C) of uranium metal. 

Other fuel types such as ceramic oxides may require maximum fuel 

temperatures approaching 1000Â° in order to achieve the neceaaary heat 

flux required to produce a coolant outlet temperature of 320Â°C 

A major drawback to the use of uranium metal is that it has three 

crystalline structures that are stable in the range of fuel temperatures that 

can be encountered in the reactor. This includes the normd operating 

temperature range and temperature increases that can occur in transient 

or accident conditions. Uranium metal undergoes a phase change at 661QC 

from alpha-uranium to beta-uranium and at 769% from beta-uranium to 

gamma-uranium. Alpha-uranium has an orthorhombic crystal structure; 

beta-uranium a tetragonal crystal structure and gamma-uranium a body- 

centered-cubic crystal structure. A volume increase accompanies the 



Table 2.1. Uranium bearing compounds. 
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Tam SL2Ã Urdum rich alloy. 

change from alpha-uranium to beta-uranium and from beta-uranium to 

gamma-uranium. The volume increase from alpha-uranium to beta- 

uranium is about 1%.[17] Thus, a reactor temperature excursion can 

result in a uranium phase transition accompanied by a fuel volume 

increase, thereby potentially rupturing the fuel element cladding. 

Since metallic uranium oxidizes readily upon contact with high 

temperature water, the consequences of cladding rupture in a metallic 

uranium fueled water cooled reactor are serious. Cladding' rupture 

permits fuel/water contact that results in rapid oxidation of the fuel which 

causes farther cladding rupture. Exposure to 3WÂ° water for a few hours 

would completely destroy the fuel element.[181 

Uranium metal also exhibits severe swelling under prolonged 

irradiation due to tisaion gas. Thus the attainable fuel burnup is greatly 

limited. In light of this and the above considerations, metallic uranium is 



not a satisfactory fuel for use in the power producing PWRa considered for 

this etudy. 

2 1A2 Metallic Uranium Rich Alloy Fuels 

Varioue properties of metallic uranium can be improved by the addition 

of non fissionable elemento as a minor constituent. Alloying additions that 

have been used in the past and that have been considered for this study are 

molybdenum, niobium, zirconium and aluminum. As  with metallic 

uranium, uranium rich alloy fuels offer the desirable properties of high 

thermal conductivity and high uranium loading. The general purposes 

and specific goals of these alloying additions are summarized below. 

1) To stabilize the gamma phase from 76QÂ° down to room 

temperature: Alloying additions of about ten weight percent 

(10wt%) molybdenum, zirconium or niobium can suppress the 

formation of beta and then alpha uranium at room temperature. 

These elements when added to molten uranium, result in the 

retention of the gamma phase when the uranium is quenched to 

room temperature. This eliminates the phase change related 

volume increases in the fuel upon heat up of the fuel element 

during reactor transients. 

2) To raise the alpha~beta transformation temperature in cases where 

the gamma phase is not stabilized to room temperature: It should 

be noted that for relatively low temperature applications (i.e.. below 

the betdgarnma transition temperature), alpha-uranium can be 



mod where the alphahta transformation temperature has been 

r a i d  by alloying additiona. 

3) To improve low and high b~ratam ~~~ properties: For 

example, the alloying additions mentioned above increase the yield 

strength which increases the resistance to fission gas swelling. 

4) To form higher melting point uranium compounds: Molybdenum, 

niobium and zirconium additions raise the melting point of 

metallic uranium. 

5) To improve corrosion resistance: Although uranium rich alloy 

fuels are more resistance to high temperature aqueous corrosion 

than metallic uranium, uranium rich alloy fuels oxidize fairly 

readily in high temperature water. Thus the consequences of 

cladding failure remain serious if metallic uranium rich alloys are 

to be used in a water cooled reactor. 

Uranium-molybdenum alloys, at  temperatures up to 650Â°C have 

been used in the Dounreay and Enrim Fermi fast reactors kith 9wt% and 

10wt% molybdenum respectively. The later offers a uranium loading of 

15.6g/cm? However, these fuel elementa were limited to a burnup of 2at% 

due to the accompanying excessive fission gas induced swelling that occurs 

at temperatures greater than approximately 400Â°C Since metallic 

uranium rich alloys as employed in the chosen fuel element design require 

a maximum operating fuel temperature of about 5WÂ°C this fuel is 



incapable of meeting the performance objectives of the SSN reactor deaigns 

considered in this study.[12] 

A disadvantage to the use of molybdenum is that it has a relatively high 

macroscopic neutron absorption cross-aection (Â£Ã of 160 cm-1, (see Table 

2.4), that may sufficiently lower the available reactivity of a fuel element 

using LEU BO as to prohibit its me in a modem SSN reactor core. 

The uranium-niobium and uranium-zirconium alloys described in 

Table 2.2 provide uranium loadings of 16.68g/on3 and 15.76g/cm3 

respectively. As with uranium-molybdenum alloys, fission gas swelling at 

2-4at% burnup are prohibitively high at temperatures greater than 400Â°C 

Thua these fuels are also incapable of meeting the performance objectives of 

e modern SSN reactor. It should be noted that at  lower temperatures 

uranium-molybdenum alloys are more resistant to swelling than uranium- 

niobium and uranium-zirconium alloys. 

AE in the case of molybdenum, niobium has a relatively high En (60 cm-1) 

and will also lower the reactivity of a fuel element using LEU. Zirconium, 

however has the advantages of a relatively small Â£ (9.8 cm-1) high melting 

point (1845OC), excellent ductility and good resistance to aqueous corrosion. 

It is interesting to note that uranium-zirconium alloy fuels were used in 

the early nuclear submarine program.[16] At  that time submarines did not 

require the refueling lifetimes of modem SSNe. 

Although uranium rich alloy fuele appear to be unsuitable for use in 

the plate type fuel elements considered for this study, they can be used in 

rod type fuel elements where there existe a sufficiently large gap between 

the outer fuel surface and the cladding inner surface to accommodate the 

excessive swelling. During operation, fission gas swelling increases the 

original fuel volume by roughly 20% at  which the fuel contacts the cladding. 



At this point, sufficient numbers of fieaion gas bubbles present on the fuel 

gram boundaries link together to form a continuou8 path which allows for 

fission jpa release and prevents additional swelling. The released gasses 

collect in a plenum or void element at the top of each fuel element. 

A large fuel/cladding gap requires a highly conducting medium such 

as liquid sodium in order to prevent excessive fuel temperatures. Due to the 

violent sodidwater reaction that will occur in the event of cladding 

rupture, water can not be used as the reactor coolant. Thus the reactor 

must be cooled by liquid sodium. In the IS508 US. Navy Admiral Hyman 

Rickover prevented the liquid metal cooled reactor (LMK) from being 

implemented on U.S. submarines because of concerns of the possibility of 

sea water contacting the sodium coolant. 

Uraniurn-aluminum alloy fuels clad in aluminum have been used 

extensively in research reactors. The uranium loading must be less than 

35wt% uranium in the fuel material. Above this 35wt% limit i t  is extremely 

difficult to maintain the specified homogeneity of the uranium throughout 

the fuel material that is required to prevent hot 8pota.[15] With the densities 

of metallic uranium and aluminum taken as 18.8g/cm3 and 2.7g/cm3 

respectively the following equation [12.], 

yields a uranium loading of 1.35g/cm3 a t  35wt%U. This is insufficient to 

provide the reactivity required for a modern SSN reactor. 



Dispersion type fuels are two phase alloys consisting of a fissile isotope 

bearing material that is uniformly dispersed in a matrix of nonfissile 

material or diluent. These fuels are usually prepared by powder 

metallurgy, a process in which fine powdera of the fissile phase and 

nonfiasile phase are mixed, compacted, sintered, and rolled to form a 

continuous fuel material. The dispersion technique offers the following 

advantages when the diluent predominates in volume. 

1) Damage to the fuel material due to fission fragments is localized to 

the each fuel particle and the region immediately surrounding it, [17J 

2) The potential for reaction between the fuel and the coolant is 

essentially eliminated in the event of cladding rupture. Only 

particles on the surface of the fuel material can be exposed to the 

coolant.[17] 

3) The path for heat flow from the fissile particles is through a highly 

conducting metallic nonfissile medium which lowers the required 

operating fuel temperature. 

The uranium bearing intcnnetallic compounds formed by uranium 

and aluminum, UA12, U& and U&, can be dispersed in a continuous 

matrix of aluminum to form uranium alurninide - aluminum ( U a  - Al) 
dispersion type fuel. This fuel has been used extensively in research 

reactors not intended for power generation. Thus they can operate at a 



relatively low tempmtm. Sinm alumhum metal melts at 660Â°C a 

temperature which can eaaily be exceeded during transient or accident 

conditions, it should not be used as a fuel matrix or cladding material for 

PWR operating conditions. 

Uranium duminide duminu disper&m t y p  fuel is used in the 

Advanced Test Reactor operated by the Idaho National Engineering 

Laboratory with an average uranium loading in the fuel plates of 42wt% 

uranium or about 60wt% U&. As calculated from Equation 1.2, thib 

correspondfi to a uranium loading of about 2.0g/cm3.[12.1 It has been 

estimated that a uranium loading of 2.6g/cm$ could be achieved with this 

type of fuel.[12] This fuel loading is not sufficient to provide adequate 

reactivity for the LEU fuel elements of this study. 

Another more promising fuel type is uranium silidde which has been 

used to form a diaparmon with aluminum. The uranium silicide 

compounds of interest are U3Si which has a uranium density of 14.9lg/cm3 

and U3Sig which has a uranium density of 11.3g/cm3. U3Si2 has a 

moderately high melting point of lGGQQC while U3Si has a melting point of 

93O9C. Uai2 was ahown to more stable under irradiation than U3Si.[17] 

Uranium silicide - aluminum dispersion type fuels (UaSix - All offer 

higher uranium loadings than the U& - Al dispersion type fuels. Fuel 

elements containing U3Six - A1 dispersion type fuel of up to 45 volume 

percent (45Vol%) U3Six, corre~ponds to a uranium loading of 4.75g/cm3, 

have been ~uccefesfully irradiated in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (Om) 

with maximum he1 bmpmtures of approximately l3O0C.[17] Also, it hafi 



been reported that UaSi, - Al dispersion type fuela with a uranium loading 

of (ie/cms have been irradiated to a burnup of 60at%m[21] However, this waa 

done with fuel maxim- operating bmperaturae at about low 

temperature. At the operating temperatuxwe of 500OC or greater required 

for a power producing reactor, uranium siliude fuels exhibit excessive 

swelling under irradiation. Furthermore, uranium silidde fuel undergoes 

rapid and gross swelling at fuel temperatures in excess of 900Â°C Such fuel 

temperatures can be reached quickly during a LOCA.[18] Thus, uraiiium 

silidde dispersion type fuels are also not suitable for use in the power 

producing reactors needed by SSNs. 

2.1.2.5 Uranium Oxide - Aluminum Dispersion Fuel 

Another dispersion type he1 that is used in research reactors is 

uranium oxide (U30a), a ceramic fuel which is dispersed in aluminum and 

clad in aluminum. This is used as a fuel in the High Flux Isotope Reactor 

(HFIR) operated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This type of fuel has 

performed successfully in HFER fuel elements up to a uranium loading of 

35wt% uranium (40wt% UsOg). Furthermore, at that time, as part of 

development testa for U308 - A1 dispersion type fuel, samples were made, 

and irradiated, evaluated, and deemed satisfactory up to a maximum 

loading of 42wt% uranium (50wt% UaOe) in the fuel material. [12] With the 

densities of the U300 compound and aluminum taken as 8.4g/cm^and 

2.7g/cm3 respectively, Equation 1.2, 



yields a &jog compound loading of 2.04gfcm3 for Wwt% UaOg. Since the 

uranium mass fraction in U30a is 84.5% as listed in Table 2.1, the uranium 

loading is 1 .73e /d  . It has been estimated, however, that UiOa - Al 
dispersion type fuels with a uranium loading of 2.8 to 3.7g/cm3 could be 

fabricated.[12] Based on atomic geometry consideratiom, a uranium 

loading of about 3.6 -3.7e/cm3 (about 80wt% U300) is thought to be the 

theoretical firnit a t  which the continuous a l h u m  phase can be 

maintained. This is required in order to facilitate heat removal from the 

fuel element through the highly conducting continuous aluminum 

matrix.[12] Higher uranium loadings than those mentioned above are 

required for SSN reactor fuel elements. 

A major drawback to the use ofU& fuel is that it reverts to U02 at 

approximately 1200Â°C This is known as the thermite reaction. With the 

concentration of the poorly conducting ceramic U308 approaching 80wt% in 

the fuel material, 1200Â° can easily be reached during transient or accident 

conditions. When a higher oxide such as UOa or U308, is reduced, the 

conversion to U02 is accompanied by a relatively large decrease in specific 

volume (50% for UOa and 32% for UsOg). The specific volume change can 

result in fracture and size reduction of the higher oxide particles which can 

destroy the he1 element.[17] AB a result Us08 - A1 dispersion type fuel can 

not be used in the PWR reactor designs considered for this study. 



2.1.2.6 Uranium Carbide and Uranium Nitride Fuels 

Uranium forms two carbides which are of practical interest a9 reactor 

fuels, uranium carbide, UC, and uranium dicarbide, UC2. UC melts at  

2780% and UC2 at 2720%. Basically, uranium carbides have two desirable 

properties: (1) these compounds provide relatively high uranium loadings 

of l3.0g/cm3 and 10.6g/cm3 for UC and UC2 respectively, (2) the thermal 

conductivity of these compounds are relatively high, 21.6W-m/Â¡ for UC 

and 35W-mPK for UC2. 

Uranium nitride fuel UN has a uranium loading of l3.5g/crn3 and has 

a melting point of 2630Â° and also has a relatively high thermal 

conductivity. These properties lead to high available reactivity and to lower 

thermal gradients in the fuel elements, 

Uranium carbide and uranium nitride fuels exhibit excessive swelling 

upon irradiation due to fission gas retention. This is due to the high 

densities of carbide and nitride fuels in which the volatile fission products 

are less mobile than in the other he1 types listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.[16] 

Fission gas induced swelling in these fuels is greater than that of UOa by a 

factor of two.[16] Thus the allowable bumup is limited in order to prevent 

excessive strain on the cladding. 

Aa with metallic uranium fuel and uranium rich alloy fuels, the 

chemical reactivity of UC, UC2 and UN with water and the resulting 

release of oxidizing gases make these fuels unsuitable for use in the power 

producing PWR cores required by SSNs. As stated earlier, contact with 

water will occur in the event of cladding rupture. 



It should be noted that these fuels are best auited for the liquid sodium 

cooled reactor described in Section 2.1.2.2. where excessive swelling can be 

accommodated and the fuel/water reaction is  eliminated. 

2.1.2.7 U d u m  Dioxide Fuel 

Uranium dioxide, a ceramic fuel, ita the moat commonly used nuclear 

fuel today. It has a fabrication density of 10.3a/cma, (96% of its theoretixd 

density), and offers a relatively high uranium loading of about 9.1e/cm3. 

This combined with the low macroscopic neutron absorption cross-section 

(Â£a of oxygen in this fuel (0.00054cm-11, facilitates the use of LEU. Thus 

U02 has strong non-proliferation characteristics. Uranium dioxide also 

exhibits chemical inertness and has excellent resistance to corrosion when 

exposed to high temperature and pressure water. 

Um of U02 n-a~itates a high maximum o p n i t h g  he1 temperature 

due to ita poor thermal conductivity. However, since UOo has a high 

melting point of 2876OC, fuel mtilting is unlikely except is severe accident 

situations. A disadvantage to a high fuel temperature and fuel element 

temperature gradient ie that during accident conditions such as a LOCA or 

a LOFA, the cladding temperature will rise faster than in the case of a 

lower operating fuel temperature. Thus the available time before 

emergency core cooling action must be effective is decreased. As stated 

earlier, rircalcy ie the chosen cladding material. It has a melting point of 

approximately 1862OC but reacts with water at  about 1200Â° releasing 

explosive hydrogen gas. 

As the operating temperature of UOg fueled elements is increased, the 

rate of fission gas release also increases. This will exert pressure on the 



inner surface of the cladding which will c a w  some swelling. Rod type 

fuel elements used in commercial reactors are constructed with a plenum 

a t  the top of each fuel rod where released fission g&sses collect. In these 

fuel rods, there is no fuel/dadding bond, thus allowing fission gasses to 

reach this plenum via the gap. Figure 2.1 shows the percentage of fission 

gases released as a function of temperature. Although U02 exhibits some 

fission gas swelling it is considered to be one of the most stable under 

irradiation and fission gae swelling resistant fuels available. 

Despite these limitations caused by poor thermal conductivity and 

fission gas swelling, UOa is considered to be the fuel best suited for use in 

the SSN PWR reactor design of this study. Furthermore, much operating 

experience has been gained through the years with U 0 2  fuel clad in 

zircaloy by its use in commercial PWBs and to a lesser extent in research 

reactors. 

In nearly all reactors, the fuel is covered with a protective material or 

cladding which prevents the release of radioactive fission products from the 

duel surface to the coolant channel. The cladding also prevents corrosion of 

the fuel and acte to retain the original shape of the fuel material during the 

operating life time of the fuel element. The cladding must remain intact 

both throughout the operation of the reactor and following removal of the 

fuel element from the reactor core. 

In high fuel bumup power producing reactors, the cladding must 

resist swelling due to internal pressure buildup caused by fission gases. 

Typical design limits are 1% cladding strain in commercial reactors. In 



Figure 2.1. Correlation between fission gas release and fuel 
center temperature for UO2 fijels.[22] 



the case of weak or defective cladding, fission gas pressure can result in 

failure of the cladding. 

A variety of materials exist that have been used or could possibly be 

used as a nuclear fuel cladding material, the most common of which are 

listed in Table 2.3 along with wme important properties. None of these 

materials or any other material satisfies all the requirements for an ideal 

cladding. However, the material best suited for HUB purpose is the one that 

forms the best compromise between the conflicting specifications for an 

ideal cladding in a particular reactor environment. The characteristics of 

the ideal cladding material are summarized below. 

1) Low macroscopic neutron absorption cross-section CLa, cm-1): 

Since cladding materials add negative reactivity to the reactor, it 

is desirable for XJdad) to be as low as possible. 

2) High thermal conductivity (k, W/m-OC): A high value for k for 

the cladding material decreases the thermal resistance between 

the fuel material and coolant. This decreases the maximum fuel 

element center-line temperature needed to yield the heat transfer 

rate that produces the desired reactor power level. 

3) High melting point: Almost all materials that have been used as 

nuclear fuel cladding materials have a lower melting point than 

UOa (-2800eC), During: normal operation, the average 



temperature of the fuel in a power producing PWR is about 

1 0 0 0 O C  and the average temperature of the cladding is about 

38U0C. If a loss-of-flow-accident were to occur, in a brief time 

period, the temperature profile through the fuel/cladding ~ystem 

would flatten which can pomibly result in melting of the 

cladding. Thus a cladding material with a high melting point 

increases the safety margin for the reactor. 

4) The material should have good irradiation stability (i.e., the 

material ahould be resistant to irradiation induced swelling and 

growth). Swelling ia a change in shape and volume while growth 

is a change in shape with no change in volume. Poor irradiation 

behavior can distort the shape of the fuel elements. 

5) Low coefficient of thermal expansion(a, d C ) :  This is for 

reasons similar to that stated in item (4). 

6) The ideal nuclear fuel cladding material should have the 

conflicting properties of high strength and ductility. Moat high 

strength materials are also brittle and thus are subject to 

catastrophic failure when their yield strength (ay) is exceeded. 

7) The cladding material should be resistant to corrosion as 

influenced by contact with fuel material and coolant water at  

high temperatures. Some of the more volatile fission products 

such as iodine and cesium migrate to the cooler regions of the 

fuel element (i.e., the region in contact or closest to the cladding) 

50 



where they may induce strew corrosion cracking or other 

degrading phenomena. Also, in PWRs, excessive hydrogen 

concentratioxu in the coolant water can react with some potential 

cladding materials to form hydrides. Hydrides are very brittle 

materials which can result in cladding failure if formed in 

high streaaea regiom. 

The material with the lowest macroscopic neutron absorption cross- 

section (Â£Â¥ and beet combination of the ideal mechanical properties 

described in the above discussion is zircaloy. It has a Â£ of 10.7cm-1, has 

good high temperature strength, is ductile, has a relatively high thermal 

conductivity of 21W-mPK, and a high melting point of 1852OC. Note that 

temperature of zirealoy in a PWR system must remain below 1200Â° at  

which the following exothermic reaction can occur, 

which results in the liberation of explosive hydrogen gas. 

Magnemum and aluminm dm have a low & of 2.5Qcm-1 and 13.8cm-1 

respectively. However, magnesium is highly reactive to high temperature 

high pressure water and both have relatively low melting pointa of 648.8OC 

and 660.4OC respectively. Thus, they are excluded from consideration. 

&aidess steel type 304 possesses excellent strength up to =600Â°C is quite 

ductile, and has excellent corrosion resistance but its high &,of 258cm-1 

makes it less attractive for use in compact military reactors where good 



Table &3. P d b l e  cladding  material^. 

T h e r d  Thermal 
Microtcopic Macrowpic 

"e't-it ~bwrption ~bwrption 
Point (-1 ~roee-~ection 

~ ( t r r n i )  &fern-1) 

648.8 0.06 2.59 

Material 

1 Magnesium 

1 Zirconium 

1 Aluminum 

1 Niobium 

Molybdenum 

1 ~ r o n  

1 Vanadium 

1 Nickel 



neutron economy is necessary.[16] 

Although unalloyed zirconium (zirconium metal) has a lower 

XÃ§(9.8cm-1 than zircaloy (10.7cm-I), it is not suitable as a cladding material 

since it exhibits the following problems. 

1) Inadequate common resistance: Normal oxide films that form 

on the cladding surface fall of easily resulting in continuous 

unchecked corrosion. This OCCUTB rapidly in water over 

3o0Â°C.[22 

2) Insufficient high temperature strength: This requires a thicker 

dad which resulta in more material in the core and hence 

increased neutron losses. 

3) Pure zirconium is susceptible to hydrogen absorption and 

subsequent embrittlement. Excessive hydrogen in PWR coolant 

water is absorbed by zirconium to form zirconium hydride; a 

brittle compound. If this occurs in high stress areas, cladding 

failure can result. 

To combat these problems, a series of zirconium alloys which are listed 

in Table 2.4 and known as the zircaloys were developed in the late 19508. 

Zircaloye are roughly 98% zirconium with minor additions of Tin (Sn), Iron 

(Fe), Chromium (Cr) and Nickel (Nil not necessarily including all. Tin 

additions improve the adherence of the oxide film wid& acts as a protective 

layer to slow further corrosion, however, some corrosion will continue to 



Table 2.4. Zircaloy alloy scries. 

Weight 

occur. Additions of Fe, Ni and Cr, as used in the alloy Zurcaloy - 2, 

collectively act to greatly improve the general corrosion behavior of 

zirconium. Nickel, however, had the adverse effect of promoting hydrogen 

absorption which leads to the formation of brittle zirconium hydrides. To 

improve this, zircaloy - 4 has a lower Ni concentration. The decrease in Ni 

ia oEwt by M increme in Fe to maintain the same level of high temperature 

strength and corrosion resistance. 

It should also be noted that zirconium and the zircaloya have a 

hexagonal dooe packed crystal structure. As a result these materiala 

exhibit anisotropic thermal expansion, irradiation induced growth and 

tensile strength. Thermal expansion is maximum parallel to the basal 

planes of the hexagon while irradiation induced (rrowth and tensile 

stre* are xnaximum prpncliculm to the b a d  plane8 or parallel to the 



C - axis. Such complicatioofi can be overcome with proper fabrication 

techniques and orientation of the hexagonal cryatal otructure.[22] 

As a means of controlling exce&s reactivity at the beginning-of-cycle 

(B.O.C.) and to provide a meam for power shaping and optimum core 

bumup, commercial LWRa employ a control material or burnable poison. 

These are solid neutron absorbing materials that are placed in selected fuel 

elements of the reactor. As they are subject to neutron irradiation, the 

absorber material is gradually depleted, thus matching, ideally, the 

depletion of the fissile material. Table 2.5 lists some of these materials, 

along with there microecopic neutron capture cross-sectiona (ai), that have 

been or could be used as reactivity control materials; not necessarily as a 

burnable poison in a PWR. 

Gadolinia (Gd203) is a ceramic, which unlike other compounds listed 

in Table 2.5 can be readily mixed as a solid solution with ceramic U02 fuel 

where it becomes an integral part of the fuel element.[231 It does not have to 

be lumped into separate fuel elements, thus eliminating the need for 

special absorber hardware or control rods. Consequently, there is no 

reduction in the number of fuel elements in the core. The high thermal 

cross-section of GdgOa, due mostly to its odd4 isotopes GI156 and Gd157, 

results in a more complete burnout of the poison toward the end-of-cycle 

(E.Q.C.) yielding better neutron economy and hence a higher fuel 

utilization. Table 2.6 lists the isotopes of gadolinium and there neutron 

absorption cross-sections. Table 2.7. lists the important properties of 



gadolinium. With proper design and distribution of Gd#g throughout the 

reactor core, flatter power distributions and low neutron ~eakage can be 

achieved A flatter power distribution resulte in a reduction of the reactor 

power peaking factor which also results in better fuel utilization. 

Additional advantages to the use of GdoOs as a solid solution with U02 are 

no displacement of water and little displacement of the fuel. 

There are two potential disadvantages to the use of Gd20g. Although 

Gd& is physically compatible with U02, the thermal conductivity and the 

melting point of the fuel material is lowered with ite addition fco UO2.[19] 

However, for the reactor designs and fuel elements considered for this 

study, this is not a problem. It was stated earlier that maximum uranium 

fuel temperature heat would be encountered in the U02 fuel elements 

considered for this study ie 975OC and that the melting point of U02 is 

2875OC. Thus there is a wide margin to accommodate these undesirable 

effects and gadolinium has been chose for this study. 

It should be noted that for the 20% and 97.3% enriched reactor designs, 

Gd20a is lumped into separate plates for reasons that will be discussed in 

detail in Chapter 5. In the 7% enriched reactor design, the Gd203 is 

uniformly distributed throughout the reactor fuel elements. 



Thermal 
~ a c r o ~ o p i c  
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Table 3.8. laotopa of gadolinium. 

Gadolinium 
Isotope 

Atomic 
Weight 

Thermal 1 
Microscopic 
Abacqtion 
Chmm-section I 

Table 2.7. Some properties of gadolinium. 

Density (g/cm3) 
u 

Melting Point (C) 

7.64 

2347 



M stated in Chapter 1, H& b the coolant material by choice of the SSN 

reactor type, the PWB. Water wmea two function* in this reactor. It acts 

as a reactor coolant and as a neutron moderator which dows down 

neutmna to thermal eneqgiea (-0.026*V) at which moat fiuion occur. Each 

fission releaae~ an average of 2.4 neutrons with an average energy of about 

2MeV. 

With regard to reactor operation and control, water has two opposing 

effects. Its neutron moderating characteristics contribute positive 

reactivity to the reactor, while its neutron absorption characteristic@ 

contribute negative reactivity to the reactor. The degree to which each of 

these characteristics, relative to each other, effect core reactivity, depends 

on the ratio of fuel element material to coolant water present in the core. 

These effects are of dire importance to reactor operation and safety and will 

be discussed further in Chapter 3, Table 2.8 summarizes the important 

physics properties of Hfl .  

From the discussion of this chapter, our SSN reactom will consist of an 

arrangement of U02 fuel at some enrichment level, zircdoy - 4 cladding 

and structural material, Gd203 burnable poison material and H20 coolant. 

The remainder of this study will consist of determining the quantity, 

distribution and arrangement of these materialfi that will result in the 

optimum utilization of 7%, 20% and 97.3% enriched uranium. 



Table 2.8. Important physics properties of HD. 

q, (0) (barns) 

Atomic weight 

t(2MeV - 0.025eV) 
(Number of 
collisions to 
thermalize) 

ff. 
(Slowing 

down power) 

U:*& 
(Moderating 

Ratio) 



CHAPTERS 

At this point, the reader should be reminded that a reactor core is 

assembled from a number of fuel elements or assemblies, each of which 

contains a number of fuel rods or fuel plates. In order to maintain fuel 

plate position and maintain coolant channel width, the fuel element must 

contain side plates in addition to fuel plates. Rod type fuel elements or 

assemblies must contain spacers to maintain rod position. 

The general functions and purposes of solid nuclear reactor fuel plates 

or rods are to maintain a permanent space location of the fissile material in 

the reactor core, retain fission products and fissile material, resist volume 

changes due to internal or external stresses (i.e., fission gas pressure) and 

provide for the optimum transfer of heat with minimal thermal gradients. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the reactor design objectives of safety, 

small size, high power density and maximum refueling lifetime are 

mainly influenced by the materials of which the fuel plates are composed. 

However, the design of the fuel plate and the fuel element also has some 

effect on the ability of the reactor to meet these objectives by influencing 

neutron economy, ability to remove heat from the reactor, attainable fuel 

bumup, and ability to withstand transient and off-normal conditions, and 

in the PWR case, the void coefficient of reactivity (see Figure 3.7 and 

Appendix C). 

Very crudely, reactor core design involves the solution to two problems: 

that of maintaining controlled criticality in order to produce fission energy; 

and that of removing the heat released in an orderly, useful fashion. In 

relatively low-temperature low-power systems, fuel plate and fuel element 



design geometry is determined primarily by physics considerations since 

heat removal i s  not the major concern. In continuous operation high 

power reactors, especially those that must operate at high temperatures, 

fuel element design geometry is determined primarily by heat removal or 

thermal hydraulics conaideratione. Since the reactor designs considered 

for this study are high power density, relatively high temperature power 

producing reactors, fuel element deBumfl with a high surface to fuel volume 

ratio should be employed. Of the two basic power reactor fuel element types, 

those using dad fuel rods and dad fuel plates, plates offer the highest 

surface to volume ratio. Thus plate type fuel elements have been selected 

for this study. 

The structure of the fuel plate (i.eo, cladding and fuel material) has a 

direct influence on the ability of the reactor core in question to obtain high 

fuel bumup and thus a long refueling lifetime. For the fuel plates 

conaidered for this study, the volume of the fuel plates, excluding that of the 

cladding, is not completely occupied by fuel material. The remaining 

volume is occupied by plate structural material, which is used to form 

structures that are more resistant to fission gas swelling with respect to 

fuel plates occupied by fuel material only. For the LEU case, a fuel 

structure known ae caramel type fuel has been employed. For the HEU 

reactor cores considered for this study, a lower fuel volume fraction is 

required in the fuel plates than for the fuel plates of the LEU fueled reactor 

cores. This lower fuel volume fraction enablea the use of a structure known 



a0 a cermet that i n  highly resistant to fiafflon gas Â¥wellin enabling high 

fuel bumup. 

In recent years, the French have utilized 7% enriched UO2 caramel type 

fuel in the Osiris reactor which is located at the Saclay Nuclear Research 

Center in France. A description of these fuel plate* and fuel element has 

been published by the French as a part of the studies for conversion of 

research reactor fuels from HEU to LEU.[12] It should be noted that fuel 

plates similar to the French caramel fuel plates have been used in the 

Shippingport reactor core II.[18] 

The caramel fuel plate used in the Osiris reactor takes the form of two 

thin sheets of zircaloy cladding enclosing a regular array of rectangular 

UO2 plateleto or caramels which are separated by small pieces of zircaloy, 

Figure 3.1.[12 1 This type of design allows a UO2 fuel b u m p  of 

approximately 60,OOOMWd/T.[13] Zircaloy aeparatora which are each 

bonded to the inner surfaces of both zircaloy cladding plates provide an 

added restraining effect against fission gas swelling. Regular research 

reactor fuel plates are composed 
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Figure 3.1. Caramel fuel plate. 

of a continuous sheet of fuel material and consequently are more 

susceptible to aweuing. The platelet and spacer dimensions of the caramel 

type fuel plate used in the Osiris reactor were employed in the 7% enriched 

case. For the 20% enriched case, the volume fraction of fuel in the plates 

was reduced in order to lower core reactivity (see Figure 3.7 which 

illustrates the fuel element design space). Thus the dimensions of the 

platelets were reduced while the dimensions of the zircaloy separators were 

increaaed. Table 3.1 lists the range of dimensions of the caramel fuel plate 

structure that have been successfully tested. The dimensions of the 

platelets and zircaloy spacers used for each LEU fuel plate are listed in 

Table 3.2. 



The caramel fuel plate is well suited for the direct integration of the 

burnable poison gadolinium oxide with the UO2 fuel platelets. 

Platelet 

Assembly 

Experimental irradiation of caramel type fuel plates containing mixed 

GdgOa-UO2 oxide has already shown satisfactory behavior.[12] 

It was stated in section 3.1, that the caramel fuel design increased the 

allowable fuel bumup by increasing the ability of the cladding to resist 

swelling due to internal fission gas pressure. The cermet fuel design 

provides cladding restraint as well as providing the fbel with tremendous 

structural strength, enabling the fuel element to resist fission gas swelling 

to high fuel bumupe. Cermets are dispersions of ceramic fuel particles 

within a metal matrix. As a result their properties fall between those of 

metals and ceramics. The value of each property is affected by the relative 
! 

proportion of the ceramic to the metal. Cermeta can be used in fuel 

elements where the required fuel volume fraction is roughly 50% or less 

which is true for the HEU fuel plates considered for this study.[20] Figure 

3.2 illustrates the cermet fuel plate used in the thick plate HEU reactor 

600-1800 
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Figure 3.2. Cermet fuel plate. 

core. Thinner cermet type fuel plates were used to model two other reactor 

cores as discussed in Section 3.2. Cermet type fuels are also highly 

corrosion resistant since in the event at cladding failure; only those 

partides near the inside surface of the cladding will be in contact with the 

reactor coolant. 

The most common example of a cermet is UO2 dispersed in a stainless 

steel matrix material. In the proceeding sections, irradiation tests that 

have been performed on these cermets will be cited. However, stainless 

steel ie not an ideal matrix material, since it has a relatively high 

macroscopic neutron absorption cross-section (xa) of 258cm-1. The 

relatively large volume fraction of the stainless steel results in large 

parasitic neutron losaes. The characteristics of the ideal cladding material 

described in Section 2.2.1 also apply to the ideal matrix material. As a 

result, it was reasonably assumed that zircaloy-4, the material selected for 

use as a cladding could replace the volume occupied by the stainless steel 

in the cited testa without reducing the attainable fuel burnup.[10] Since the 

large volume of matrix or structural material present in cermet type fuels, 



regardless of the particular material, will always reault in parasitic 

neutron loma, cermeta have been studied primarily for military reactors 

rather than for commercial type reactors wing approximately 3% enriched 

U02.[16] As stated earlier, moat military reactors have employed HEU. 

Thu neutron economy wafl not of concern as it i~ in LEU commercial 

reactors. 

The attainable fuel burnup of a cermet fuel is directly related to the 

volume fraction o f  structural material present in the fuel plate. Aa the 

volume fraction of the structural material is increased the attainable fuel 

burnup also increases. The following irradiation teats were used to obtain a 

reasonable estimate of attainable fuel burnup as a function of UO2 volume 

fraction in the fuel. This partial estimate is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

1) Froat(1964) tested cermeta containing 55 wt% (50~01%) UO2 in 

stainleaa steel. The specimen8 survived, irradiaticila a t  surface 

temperatures of 626OC to a burnup of 10% without fdure.[3] 

2) A specimen containing 26wt% (21vol.%) UO2 survived irradiation 

to a burnup of 70at% of the uranium at fuel temperatures of about 

660OC without failure (Kicht and Shaffer, 1963).[3] 
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Figure 3.3, Partial estimate of bumup Va. UO2 volume fraction- 

The design objectives to be achieved by an ideal cermet dispersion 

system are summarized a0 follows, 

1) Dispersed particle size large compared to the fission product 

range. 

2) A continuous phase of matrix metal of maximum possible volume 

fraction. 

3) Uniform dispersion of particles in a real matrix. 



Aa a cermet fuel element is irradiated, damage to the fuel structure is 

caused by a combination of the static and dynamic effects of the fission 

producta. At  low fuel burnups the major damaging effect is due primarily 

to the dynamic properties of the fission fragments (i.e., fission product 

recoil in the matrix). At  high fuel burnupa where higher concentrations of 

fission products are approached the major damaging effect is due to the 

static properties of the fission products (i.e., fission gas pressure). 

In order to combat damage due the dynamic properties of fission 

fragments, fuel particle diameter in a properly designed cermet should be 

large compared to the range of the fission fragments. Thus fission 

products released from the fuel during reactor operation are confined to 

narrow regions or damage zones surrounding the fuel particles, while 

moat damage is concentrated in the fuel particles. Thus an undamaged 

fission product free region of matrix metal exists around around each zone 

of damage which surrounds each fuel particle. This objective cannot be 

achieved in a homogeneous fissile metal or two phase alloy systems where 

both the fuel bearing compound and matrix may contain fissile atoms. For 

a given volume fraction of fuel, the volume of damaged matrix is 

proportional to the surface area of the particles. Thus the fraction of the 

matrix subject to recoil damage can be minimized by the use of smooth, 

spherical particles as large as can be tolerated. Most fuels designed to take 

advantage of the cermet dispersion principle have particles of a least 

100mm diameter.[20] Schematic cross sections of cermet dispersant 

systems are shown in Figure 3.4. The dispersed particles are assumed to 

be spheres in a cubically close-packed array. Two particle sizes are shown 

with a spherical zone of damaged matrix metal surrounding each particle. 

Figure 3.4a illustrates a poorly designed cermet where damage zones 



Figure 3.4. Schematic cross-sections of cermet dispersion systems. 

overlap. Figure 3.4b illustrates a properly designed cermetwhere damage 

zones do not overlap. Thua a continuous web of undamaged matrix 

material exists in the fuel plate providing good internal strength. 

With increased fuel bumup, irradiation induced swelling arises due to 

growth of the U02 particles. This ie cawed by the static accumulation of 

fission products and the partial escape of fission gases from the U02 fuel. 

The later effect is the most significant. A gas filled void is created around 



the fuel particles which preuimzes the matrix ahel! c a w  it to expand 

as a thick-walled vessel under presflure. ThuP the matrix awelling that 

can be d a w d  wi l l  ~~~ tba d m  he1 bumup. Swding limits 

are determined on the basis of allowable dimensional dmngea or a 

maxim- ~txah b a d  on d u d  ductility limit of tha neu&ron embrittlad 

matriz.[18] In effect, the matrix material acto aÃ the structural material in 

the fuel element The cermet of Figure 3.4b ia mere reaiatant to swelling 

than the cermet of Figure 3.48 due to ita continuous web of undamaged 

matrix material. 

In order for the design principlee described above to be effective, the 

particles must be uniformly dispersed throughout a matrix that 

predomimtea in volume.[20] If the particlee are not uniformly dispersed 

some fission product damage zones will overlap thus weakening the 

matrix. If the fuel material predominates in volume, it remains possible to 

design a cermet system in which fission product damage zones do not 

overlap. However, in this case the structural strength of the matrix 

material is significantly reduced and the susceptibility to swelling 

approaches that of a plate type fuel element utilizing a continuous sheet of 

UOa fuel. 

Reactor cores fueled with 7%, 20% and 97.3% enrichsd uranium were 

modeled using fuel element designs adopted from the original caramel fuel 

element design of the Otriris reactor. Its geometry is similar to that of 

current UA1 MTR-type fuel elements used in some research reactma. 



Figure 3.6 illustrates the 17 plate caramel fuel element used in the 7% 

enriched core. Figure 3.6 shows how these fuel elements fit together as 

building blocks to form a reactor core. As in the case of the Osiris reactor 

and many other research reactors wing plate type fuel, the intra-element 

spacing is set a t  lmm. 

In order to facilitate the reactor core modeling process the following 

modifications were made to the origmal caramel fuel element, 

1) Fuel element end spacinga were decreased in order that the intra- 

element gap and the end-spacing of two adjacent fuel elements 

will equal the width of a water channel. 

2) To allow for a square lattice pitch, the width of the fuel plates was 

increased. 

These modifications were applied to identical fuel element geometries used 

for the reactors fueled with 20% enriched caramel type fuel and 97.3% 

enriched cermet type fuel respectively. 

For the HEU case, due to high reactor power denaity and thus relatively 

high fuel temperatures, two additional reactor cores were modeled 

consisting of thinner ATR-type fuel plates (Advanced Test Reactor operated 

by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory). Use of a thinner plate in 

the high power density core will reduce the relatively high fuel centerline 

temperature by increasing the heat transfer area. The thin plate HEU 

reactor cases are described below, 
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Figure 3.6. Thick plate fuel element design. 
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1) In the first thin plate reactor core, the coolant channel thickness 

(2.63mm) remained as i t  is in thick plate fuel element design of 

Figure 3.5, increasing the water/metal ratio. 

2) In the second thin plate reactor core, the coolant channel 

thickness was also decreased in order that the watedmetal ratio 

remain the same. 

The modifications that were applied to the thick plate fuel elements 

described above were also applied to the thin plate fuel elements. Also, the 

number of fuel plates in the thin plate fuel element designs were increased 

in order that the thin plate fuel element lattice dimensions be dose to the 

thick plate fuel element lattice dimensiono. Use of larger fuel elements 

reduces the ratio of structural material (i.e., side platas) to fuel material in 

the core and thus decreases parasitic neutron losses. All relevant 

dimensions for the five reactor cores considered for this study are 

summarized in Table 3.2. 

As stated earlier, the design of a reactor fuel element is a balance 

between neutronics considerations and thermal hydraulic considerations, 

where for the high power density, relatively high temperature reactor, 

thermal-hydraulics considerations dominate. Figure 3.7 illustrates the 

design space in which neutronic and thermal hydraulics are compatible. 

If the fuel plate thickness (i.e., thin plate thickness) is assumed to be 

constant, a water/metal ratio exceeding r- results in a positive void 

coefficient of reactivity or the overmoderation of the reactor. Also, 

increasing the water/metal ratio also reduces the heat transfer area to the 
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Figure 3.7. Fuel element design window. 

coolant. In Figure 3.7, the design space is not extended to the boundary 

between the undermoderated and overmoderated reactors since reactors 

that are undermoderated and close to this boundary can become 

overmaderated in the event of a sudden coolant temperature decrease. A 

waterJmetal ratio below r- is excluded aince the thermal hydraulic wetted 

perimeter becomes to large requiring excessive pumping power. Also in 

this caae can be significantly reduced due too low neutron moderation. 

The above considerations apply to the design of thin plate HEU reactor 

case 1. 



For the eecond thin plate HEU reactor cam, plate and coolant channel 

d imadom ware d m m d  in a i d h  pmportiom maulting in a con~tant 

water/metal ratio. Thift, however, increases the homogeneity of the reactor 

core and reduces b. This can be cornpensated for by increasing the UO-, 

volume fraction in the cermet fuel. A disadvantage to decreasing the 

coolant channel thickxiam, as stated earlier, ie the increase in the wetted 

perimeter which increases required pumping power. Thin fuel plates 

provide the advantage of increased heat transfer area and thus lower fuel 

centerline temperatures. However factors exiet which prohibit fuel plates 

from being made extremely thin. Some of these are listed below 

1) The ratio of cladding to core becomes larger as the fuel plate 

thickness decreases, leading to larger parasitic neutron losses. 

2) Thin elemento have lase rigidity and are more difficult to support. 

They are also more prone to damage resulting from coolant flow 

induced vibrations. 

3) Coolant passages become smaller^ leading to greater possibility of 

obstruction of the passage, greater pressure drops and greater 

pumping power. 

These considerations as illustrated by Figure 3.7 form the basis for the 

reactor designs which will be discussed in the proceeding chapters. 

Chapters 1,2 and 3 have covered the selection of the reactor operating 

conditions and limits, materials and fuel element design. Chapter 4 will 



cover the methods used to design and analye each reactor core considered 

while Chapter 6 presents the reaulta of the analyeie. 



Table 3Ã̂ 2 Fuel element characteristics. 

( C d  Type) (ATBType) 
Thick Plate Thin Plate 

Regular channel Thin channel 
I!uuE 
Plate thicknew(mm) 2220 1270 1.270 
Water Channel(mm) 2630 1.372 1.120 
Cladding material Z i d o y - 4  Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4 
Cladding thiclcnees(rnm) 0.386 0386 0.385 - 
Fuel Material U02/Zircaloy-4 U ~ 2 / Z i d o y - 4  U02/Zircaloy-4 
Enrichment 7% - 97.3% 97.3% 97.3% 
U02 deneity(g/cm3) 10.3 10.3 10.3 
Thicknesfi(mm) 1.46 0.6 0.5 
Active width(mm) 75.45 74.90 74.26 
PlateleUcaramelXmm) 17.34 N.A. N.A. 
Spacing between plateleta(mm) 1.53 N.A. N.A. - 
Material 
Thicknessdnm) 
Width(mm) 

Number of plates per element 17 31 36 
~ro88-~ection(mm) (81.04x81.04) (80.90x80.90) (80.26x80.26) 
Lattice pitch(mm) (82.04~82.04) (81.90x81.90) (81.26x81.26) 

* N.A. - Not Applicable 



In Chapter 1, certain operating characteriatic~ and design 

spedficatioxu for a modem SSN reactor were (elected as derived from the 

performance requirements of a modern SSN. Chapter 2 outlined the basis 

for which the reactor fuel, cladding, coolant and reactivity control material 

(burnable poison) were dected in order to meet the required reactor 

operating characteristic* and dÃ‘ig apedfication~. Chapter 3 described 

the reactor fuel element designa chosen for this study, which are 

constructed baaed on the required reactor operating characteristics selected 

in Chapter 1. This present chapter is divided into two sections which cover 

the reactor physics and the thermal hydraulic analysis methods used in 

thia study. However, as stated in Chapter 1, thermal-hydraulics 

considerations are assumed not to be limiting for the reactor desigm 

modeled in this study. Thua the design effort focuses on the reactor physics 

he., the aaustment of the reactor design to satisfy all relevant reactor 

physics criteria). Following the reactor physics analysis, a simplified 

thermal-hydraulic analysis is however included to verify that fuel element 

temperatures are within acceptable bounds and that the required coolant 

flow rates needed to remove heat are practical. All analytical methods 

employed in this study are covered in this chapter. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the reactor designs considered for this study. 

Three reactor cores fueled with 7%, 20%, and 97.3% enriched uranium are 

considered. For the HEU case (97.3%), two additional reactor core designs 

are considered which use fuel containing thinner plates. As stated in 

Chapter 3, a thinner fuel plate reduces the required fuel center-line 



Table 4.1. Reactor designs. 

1 Deaign 1 Enrichment [ 

1 Core 6 1 97.3% 1 

Caramel 

Caramel 

Cermet 

Cermet 

Cermet 

Fuel Element Design 

Thick Plate/Thick Channel 

Thick Plate/Thick Channel 

Thick Plate/Thick Channel 

Thin Plate/Thick Channel 

Thin Plate/Thin Channel 

operating temperature. For one thin plate design, the coolant channel 

thickness is reduced in order to examine the effect of water/metal ratio on 

reactor physics and safety parameters. 

Table 4.2 auinmarizea the design specifications and operating limits 

that have thus far been selected for each reactor core listed in Table 4.1. 



ctor design data. 

Constraint 

1 Total Core Power Known 50MWth Fixed 

(7%, 20% Caaea) 
q"; a .s lOOOkW/L 
(97.3% Case) 

M h u m  Power Density 

1 Average Power Density Unknown 

1 Power Peaking Factor 

Operating Lifetime 
500FPD 
7% case) 
1200 FPD 
20%, 97.3% cases 

Known 

1 Enrichment Known 

1 Number Densities 
Unknown 
(7% case) 
Known 
(20%, 97.3% cases) 

Volume Percents 
(UO,, Gd 203, Zr-4) 

Known 
(7% case) 
Unknown 
(20%, 97.3% cases) 

85% - 50% 
(7%. 20% Cases) 
$50% 
(97.3% Case) 

I Core Radius Unknown 

1 Core Height Unknown 

1 Buckling Unknown 

1 Control Swing Unknown 

Unknown - 
s 60000MWm 
(7%, 20% Cases) 
See Figure 3.3 
(97.3% case) 

Unknown 



For the comparative purpoaea ofthia study, a simplified one- 

dimensional i3t0ady-8tate overall core reactor physics calculation is used to 

model the reactor cores luted in Table 4,1. With this model, the spatial 

dependence of neutron flux and fuel depletion (burnup) are neglected. (The 

consumption of fuel ie treated as constant in all locations of the reactor 

core. In an actual reactor, the neutron flux is greateat in the center of the 

core. Thus fuel depletion ie also greatest in the center.) This model also 

does not simulate the effecta of control rod motion or startup, shutdown and 

transient behavior. 

For the one-dimensional overall core model the entire reactor core is 

characterized by each reactor physics parameter employed. For this 

analysis, these parameters are, 

1) U r d u  enrichment (0). 

2) Relative proportions or volume percents of UOs fuel, Zr-4 

structural material and GdaO3 burnable poison in the fuel meat 

V O ~ % ~ ( U O ~ , Z P ~ ,  GdaOa). The aubecript (m) refers to the volume 

fraction of the particular material in the fuel meat. (Note that 

volume percents are denoted by Vol9bJI) while a volume 

fractions are denoted by Volz(I). The subscript, x, designates the 

volume of concern and I refers to the material. 

3) Total operating power (Q). 



4) Power density (q"'avg.r) where the ~ ~ b w r i p t  (r) refem to the 

reflected reactor. A eubwript t ..) degicnatee an unreflectod 

reactor core. The specification of q'"ave,r *eta the reactor core 

volume (V) by the following equation, 

From the volume Vmm, the geometric budding (B2) or neutron 

leakage term is determined. Thus q'"Iaver and B2 are directly 

dependent and will be considered as one design variable 

q'"Ã§vÃ§,r\ for purpo608 of this study. 

5) Refueling interval (fcrf). 

6) Fuel depletion or burnup (BU). 

7) The neutron multiplication, bff = f (t\ over the reactor refueling 

lifetime. 

8) The control swing or range of values of keff over the 

refueling lifetime of the reactor (AkÃ§ff) 

With items 1 through 8, all important information about the steady state 

operation of a nuclear reactor can be determined. A three-dimensional 

steady state analysis can provide space dependent burnup data and hence, 

a better estimate of the end-of-cyde core materials inventory. It would also 



provide a more accurate estimation of bff= /(t) and However, as 

stated in Chapter 1, it was decided that auch refinement is unnecessary for 

the comparative purposes of this study. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship and interdependence of each of 

these parameters which together describe the operating reactor system. A 

certain percentage of the composition of this system is fuel material and a 

certain percentage is non fuel material. The fuel is consumed in a nuclear 

reaction to produce power for an operating time, after which the fuel has 

reached a burnup level (i.e., a certain percentage of fuel has been 

consumed). A t  any particular time during the operating time span the 

system has excess reactivity or excess capability t i  sustain the power 

producing reaction. This excess capability changes over the operating 

time. The range of excess reactivity over the operating time determines the 

amount of control capability that must be provided to this system. Some of 

this capability is supplied the burnable poison (Gd2O31, a non fuel material. 

An increase in the volume of control material in the system is accompanied 

by a decrease in the volume of fuel material in the system. Thus as shown 

by this figure, a change in any one of these parameters affects all the other 

parameters, and thus the overall operation of the reactor system. 

In Figure 4.1, to the left of the dashed line are the reactor physics 

parameters that have been fixed according to the discussion of Chapter 1. 

To the right of the dashed line are the reactor physics parameters which have 

not been fixed but are variable. These variable parameters are interdependent 

and are constrained by the limits specified in Table 4.2. Thus the design 

window shown in Figure 4.2 for a reactor core of fixed total operating power 

(Q) ,  uranium enrichment (e), and refueling lifetime (trf) is formed. 
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Fitfure 4.1. Interdependence of reactor design parameters. 
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Figure 4.2. Design space. 



In this figure each circle repmrwnt* all pouible values of each variable 

parameter. The deaign apace or region of overlap of the Ordes repregenta 

the acceptable range of valuea of each variable parameter in combination 

with the range of acceptable value* of the other variable parametera. Thus 

each reactor core must be d-d in order that the value of each of these 

parameters lie in the daign (pace. One can we by inspection of Figures 4.1 

and 4.2 that the o a d d  d&tion used for thie etudy mquiree 

iteration in order to adjut the reactor physics deugn parameters to tie in 

the design space. 

To perform these iterative I-D calculations the EPRI-Cell code is 

employed.[Q] As shown in Figure 4.1, the parameters above the horizontal 

dashed line are required aÃ input to EPRI-Cell while the parameters below 

the dashed line are produced in the EPRI-Cell output. Thus the values for 

q'"ÃˆvÃ§,r\ and v ~ l % ~ ( U O a ,  Zr-4, Gda03) are varied in the EPRI-CeU input 

to cause the values of BU, kaff = f(t) and Akaff to satisfy the constraints listed 

in Table 4.2. At this point the value of q"'ave,r\B*, V0l%~(U02,Zr-4, 

GdaOs), BU, bff and A k e ~  will eimultaneoudy lie in the design space of 

Figure 4.2. 

For each core design, Figure 4.3 illustrates the variable input design 

parameters (physical ref-tor design adjustments) of q'"aye,J B2 and 

V O ~ % ~ ( U Q ~ ,  Zr-4, GdaO3) with regard to the complete core system. The 

variable input design parameters (physical characteristics which are 

variable) are contained in circles while tho physical characteristics which 

are c ;stant (physical characteri~tica which are not design variables) are 

contained in rectangles. The physical basis for the variable input 

parameters q"'ave,r\B2 and Vol%&J02,Zr-4. 6d203) for each reactor core 

design is  discussed below. 



l2imldu 
For reactor core design 1 which utilizes 7% enriched caramel type fuel, 

it is desirable for the U02 volume percent in the fuel meat to be as large as 

possible in order to maximize available reactivity. Thw for this core, the 

UOfir-4 volume percent ratio in the fuel meat is fixed at  what it  i s  in the 

original caramel fuel design. Note that the Zr-4 structural material in the 

fuel meat ie structural material aa described in Chapter 3. Also. for this 

LEU design, the reactivity control material (Gd2Oa) is mixed directly with 

the UQ2 fuel material. Thus the variable input design parameters as 

illustrated by Figure 4.3a are, 

1) ratio of volume percents of UOa/Gd203, Vol%((UO2, Gd203) 

within the fuel (i.e., the original dimensions of the fuel platelets 

of the caramel fuel design); [The subscript (f) refers to the 

volume percent of the particular material in the fuel (i.e., in this 

case the fuel material is a mixture of U02 and Gd203.)] 

2) the values of q"'ave,r\B2 which are varied by a changes in the 

core volume (Vcore). [Note that with each change in the core 

volume, the height to radius ratio is constant as stated in table 

4.2. This is discussed in detail in section 4.1.2.6.1 

These parameters are adjusted in the EPRI-Cell input to cause the values of 

BU, keff = J(t) and Akpfr to satisfy the constraints listed in Table 4.2. 



fhammua 
For reactor core deeigna 2,3,4 and 5, the UO2 volume percent in the fuel 

plate must be lower than that of core 1 in order to reduce excess reactivity to 

a controllable level. Thus for this core, the UOa/Zr-4 volume percent ratio 

in the fuel meat is a variable input design parameter. Aa discussed in 

Chapter 3, a lumped gadoliiua distribution waa employed for these cores. 

For them cores the thicknew of the GdBa plate lump was varied. Note that 

as the lump thiclmeu decrease*, the thicknew of the cladding which 

covers the lump must increase proportionally. Thia is discussed in detail 

in Section 4.1.2.3. Thus the variable input design parameters for these 

cores, as illustrated by Figure 4.3b are, 

1) ratio of volume percent of UOflr-4, V~l%~(U02,Zr-4)  

within the fuel plates. For th- 20% enriched case. this is 

the ratio of the volume of the fuel platelets to the volume occupied 

by the zircaloy spacers. [For the 97.3% enriched cases, this is the 

ratio of fuel particle volume to the volume of the cermet matrix 

material. This is discus~ed in detail in Section 4.1.2.4.1 

2) the thicknew of the GdBa plate lump, Vol%(Gd203). A change 

in the thickness of this lump changes the relative proportions of 

Gdfla to the U& and Zr-4 in the fuel meat. 

3) the values of q'"eve,JB2 which are varied by a changes in Vcore. 

These parameters are adjusted in the EPRI-Cell input to cause the values of 

BU, kflff = J(t) and A ~ K  to satisfy the constraints listed in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.W Design variations for reactor core (1). 
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Figure 4Ã̂3 Design variatione for reactor cores (2,3,4,5). 



Sections 4.4.1. - 4.1.4. describe the method# uaed to model the reactar wrea 

of Table 4.1 wing the EPM-Cell code. 

A sophisticated computer code with the capabilities to solve a 

complicated problem can wmetimee hinder the rapid completion of the 

calculations at hand. Such was the cam with the computer code (EPRI- 

Cell) chosen as the analytical tool for this study. Much time and effort was 

devoted to the successful implementation and utilization of this code. This 

would not have been possible without the aid of the administrative and 

engineering staff of Argonne National Laboratory. 

The EPRI-Cell code was run on Argonne's IBM 3033 computer system 

and was accessed from M.I.T. via the TYMNET public network system 

with a DEC-VT100 computer terminal and a Quibe modem. The TYMNET 

public network system is a system of interconnected communications 

processors, called nodes, which transmit and receive computer data. It 

offers local telephone access in hundreds of metropolitan areas around the 

United States. Once a TYMNET connection was established with the IBM 

3033, user interface was accomplished using the OBS WYLBUR operating 

system. OBS WYLBUR was selected above other available operating 

system since it permits on-line file viewing of lengthy EPRI-Cell output 

data files. Thus the costly and lengthy process of having each output file 

printed out and mailed to M.I.T. for data examination was eliminated. In 

order to greatly reduce computer usage costs, the IBM 3033 was used in the 

cheaper batch mode rather than in the intenictive mode. OBS WYLBUR 

was used to set up batch files containing installation-dependant IBM Job 



Control Language (JCL) m d  accompanying EPm-Cefl input data. Job 

Contra1 language mntrola the data input proa0s ta EPM-Cell and the data 

output process from EPRI-Cell to appropriate memory locations and 

retrieval quea. In order to further reduce computer usage costs, each batch 

job was submitted and run during night and weekend hours and specified 

as a low priority job. Low priority specification, at times, resulted in 

significant time intervals between data aubmiMion and output file 

retrieval. Charges per CPU hour were prohibitively high for full priority 

batch jobs regardless of the time period in which they were submitted. 

As stated in Section 1.3, EPRI-Cell computes the space, energy, and 

bumup dependence of the neutron spectrum in light water reactor fuel 

cells. Its output consists mainly of broad group, macroscopic, exposure 

deperfdent cross-sections for subsequent input into multidimensional 

transport theory codes or diiTusion theory codes such as  DIF3D or REBUS-3 

(this is discussed further in Section 6.2). EPRI-Cell combines a GAM 

resonance treatment in the fast and epithermal energy ranges with a 

THERMOS, heterogeneous integral-transport treatment in the thermal 

energy range. The original GAM and THERMOS codes have been modified 

for use in EPM-Cell; these modifications are ftdly described in the EPRI- 

Cell users manual. The GAM and THERMOS cross-section libraries 

consifit of 68 and 35 energy grows respectively. These cross-section sets are 

collapsed by EPRI-Cell into 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  or 5 energy groups, according to the 

specification of the user. The broad-group energy break points used by 

EPRX-Cell am listed in Table 4.3. 

A modified version of CINDER, which is a general 'point' program that 

evaluates the time dependent concentrations of coupled nuclides following 

irradiation in a specified time-dependent flux, ia incorporated into the 



Table 4.3. Energy break pOmta.[9] 

EPRI-Cell package. The rnodificatio~~~ made to the CINDER program are 

also fully deecribed in the EPRI-Cell user manual, Reference [9]. Built into 

CINDER, are depletion chains which are distinguished from fission chains 

for the fisaion products. These chains include fuel and transuranic 

isotopes as well as burnable poisons. The 21 depletion chains contain 116 

linear nuclides: 27 distinct heavy elements and 19 burnable poisons. The 69 

fission chains of CINDER contain 367 linear nuclides with 179 distinct 

fission products. The number of depletion calculations performed and 

timestepa between each is specified by the user (See Appendix E). 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the general flow of data during an EPRI-Cell 

depletion run. The output of each iteration is processed into ECDATA files 

with later entries overriding earlier values. 
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Figure 4.4. EPKI-Cell data flow.[9] 



Figure 4.6. EPRI-CeU3-D slab. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, plate type fuel elements are modeled by EPRI- 

Cell a0 multi-zoned infinite slab unit cells. The one-dimensional slab 

geometry unit cell talc-ilation ie infinite in the Y and Z directions. 

Conditions in the X direction are reflected infinitely a t  boundary planes 

ABC and DEE' which represent symmetry of the various zones of the 

particular fuel element. Due to symmetry, only the half thickness of the 

particular zone in which the symmetry planes occur need be considered. 

Each zone can be divided into separate space intervals. These are the 

smallest subdivisions of a cell and are chosen such that the flux is 

determined at the midpoint of the interval (the midpoint of the interval is 

called a apace point). EPRI-Cell has the capability to model 40 zones and 60 

space pinto.  



Each zone in the fuel cell can represent fuel. cladding, coolant 

channels, bumable poison of any other materid component of the fuel 

element in question. EPRI-Cell breaks each zone into compositions and 

requires input specifying tha volume percent of each material composition 

in each zone and the number density of each nuclide in each composition. 

EPRI-Cell has the capability to treat 20 compoaitiomi and 36 nuclides. 

The EPRI-Cell code was used to mock up the reactor cores of this study 

with one-dimemional calculations. In general, one-dimensional 

calculations performed on high power density reactor cores are used only 

for preliminary or survey type analysis.[12] Since the objectives of these 

calculations are only to provide an estimate of reactor core size, refueling 

lifetime, reactivity coefficients, and plutonium buildup for comparative 

purposes, one-dimensional calculations were deemed appropriate. Other 

reactor design considerations such as spatially dependant bumup, control 

element motion and startup, shutdown and transient behavior have been 

neglected for the comparative purposes of this study. Possibilities for 

further, more detailed analysis are discussed in Chapter 6. 

This section describes the methods used to model the reactor cores 

considered for this study which are summarized in Table 4.1. Also 

described in this section are the methods used to calculate the values of the 

particular EPRI-Cell input parameters listed in Table 4.4 which represent 

the reactor core design variables described in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Each 

calculation is base(1. on the fixed and variable input data listed in Table 4.2 



Table 4.4. EPRI-Cell input variables used for reactor design. 

and also the fuel element design dimensions of Table 3.2 and materials data 

presented in Chapter 2. 

All EPRI-Cell input parameters not used ae reactor design variables 

are discussed in detail in Appendix E which provides the following 

information, 

POWR 
1 

BUCLNG 

PUBEDN 

1) An input description as presented by the EPRI-Cell user's 

manual. 

2) A discussion of the particular input parameters and associated 

input data needed to perform the desired reactor design 

calculations. 

Power Density 

Geometric Buckling 

Number Denfiltiee 

3) A description and interpratation of the EPRI-Cell output. 

1"Ã‡ve. 

B~ 
, 

N(Nuc1iae) 



4) The firet and m n d  depletion timestepe of khe reactor core 3 

EPRI-Cell output file. 

A description of the he1 cell6 wed to model each reactor core is 

provided in thie section. The geometry or thickne~s of each zone in each 

he1 cell is qmcified in the EPRI-Cell input file by the parameter ZONEXT. 

ihmfll 

AB discussed earlier, for thh core which i~ heled with 7% enriched 

uranium, a uniform burnable poison dhtribution was employed. A lumped 

gadolinia distribution wae not required for this enrichent  as will be 

diam~md in Chaphr 5, 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the fuel cell comidered th is  core. It coneisfa of 

fuel, cladding, and coolant water zone6 with planes of cymmetry oceum11g 

in the cenhr 0f each he1 plate and m l m t  water channel. Consequently, 

the zone thickne88e~ which must be specified by ZOhXCT in order to model 

this fuel cell, are the half thickne~s of the he1 meat, the cladding thickness 

and the half thickness of the water channel. Ae illustrated *in Figure 4.5, 

this cell is treated a~ W t e  in the Y-directicn and a l ~ o  i~ the 2-direction 

(extanding into and out of the page). 

Each zone contains material compositions which in turn are composed 

of nuclides. The he1 zone consists of the compositions U02-Gd203 and 

zircaloy-4 s h c t w a l  material. The U02-Gd203 composition i~ a mixture of 

U02 and Gd2O3, where Gd203, as stated in %&ion 2.3, can be mixed 

directly with UQ2. The cladding and water mnee consist of the 



Figure 4.a Fuel cell for reactor core (1). 

compositions zimaloy-4 and Hz0 re~pectively~ 

The UO2-Gd2O3 composition (mixture) contain8 the nuclide8 ~ 2 3 5 ,  IJ238, 

0, Gdl55 and M 1 5 7 .  The other gadolinium isotopes, G d l s ,  Gdl56, Gdl58 

arid Chi160 are treakd by the modeler aa void. Upon specification of the 

isotope Mls, EPRI-Cell au~matically initialize8 G d l s ,  Gdl56 and Gdl58 in 

the naturally wmmng  proportion^. Tk1i0 i~ d i ~ c u ~ ~ e d  in Appendix E. The 

zircaloy-4 mmpositi~n preeent in the he1 zone0 and cladding zones ~ E I  

treatmi a8 a single nuclide by EPRI-Cell. Thus thie zone contains the 

nuclide Zr-4. The composition H20 contains the nuclides H and 0. 



.- 

For metar core design~ 2,3,4 and 5, a lumped gadolinia distribution 

was employed in order h take advantage of wlf shielding effects in the 

gadolinia. As wi l l  be dim~d W e r  in Chapbr 5, tbi6 prevents the 

rapid depletion of gadohia near B.O.C., thufi providing reactivity control 

towards E.0.C. Unlumped gadolkia depletefi fwbr than the uranium fuel 

since it a larger abfi~rption cros~-wction. For these  design^, the 

gadolinia wafi lumped into he1 plab lmt iom and clad with Zr-4. This 

require6 an expanded fuel cell model. 

Calculation0 were performed with burnable poiaon plates occurring at 

every fourth and aixth plate location as illustmibd by Figures 4.7a and 4.7b. 

As will be discus6ed in Chapter 5, the reactor care with burnable poison 

plates dhtribuhd every sixth plab exhibited a lower control swing, Akeff. 

For t h e e   design^, the he1 element i6 modeled with four zone type0, fhel, 

cladding, coolant and burnable paifion zones. The planes of ~ymmetry far 

this fuel cell occur in the center of the burnable poison zoneB and the center 

of the middle he1 plate or zone with respect to the burnable poi~on zones. 

However, the he1 cells ahown in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b contain three planes 

of ~ymmetry and not two as in the case of Figure 4.6. This was done in 

order to verifi, using the correapnding EPM-Cell output, that the code was 

p e f l o m  a symmetric depletion d d a t i o n  &bout the center plane0 of 

symmetry. In other  word^, to veri& the reflection of boundary conditions 

acro8~ the symmetry plane8. 

In this cage, the he1 zone con~iata of the compositions, U02 and 

zircdoy-4 stmcturd materid. The U02 conaish of the nuclide8 Um5, U238 

and 0. No Gd203 ie present since it is lumped into a solid aheets occupying 

fuel plate locations. The zirdoy-4 in the he1 and cladding zone0 ia treated 





a0 in the abov0 a m  (core 1). Alm, the water zone ia treated as in the above 

case. The burnable poiwn zone mrmi0h of the compoeition Gd203 which in 

tm mn~iata of the nuclide8 Gdl57, and 0. The remaining 

gadolinium isotope are treatad as in the above m e .  

It must be noted that for EPM-Cell dculation involving a change in 

the fhe1 mne or plate thicknem, the input p a r ~ b r s  Res(2, J) and and 

Res(3, J) must be recalculated. Thew parametem a n  described in 

Appendix E. 

In order to more accurately model the neutronica properties of the 

reactor he1 elements considered here, the reactivity effects of the zircaloy-4 

side plates and a portion of the intra-element gap water m u t  be taken into 

account. Together, the ~ i d e  plate0 and the intra element gap compriee 

8.53%, 8m5!j%, and 8.61% of the total core volume for the thick platelthick 

channel, thin plate/thick channel and thin platdtbn channel reactor 

design8 re~pectively. To mdel  the extra zirdoy-4 of the side plates, the 

total cro~s-sectional area of the aide plates of each he1 element design was 

divided by the total wetted perimeter ofthe fuel plates in a fuel element and 

added to the actual cladding zone thickness. Thi0 effective cladding zone 

thicknese (effective thicheee with regard to neutronics considerations) ig 

used in the EFM-Cell input. The modified cladding zone thickness ia given 

9 



where, 

Fuel element pitch 

Side plate thickness. 

Number of fuel 'plates in the fuel element 

Width of fuel plate or coolant channel (distance between 

the aide plates of a fuel element) 

Actual cladding thickness 

Modified cladding zone thickness 

In Figure 4.8 the portion of intra-element gap water represented by area A 

is treated as part of a coolant channel. The thickness of area A plus the 

thickness of both adjacent fuel element end spacings is equal to the 

thickness of a coolant channel. The reactivity effects of the extra fuel 

element water represented by area B can be approximately accounted for by 

dividing its cross sectional area among the fuel element water channel 

zones and uniformly increasing the water channel zone thickness. The 

modified water channel zone thickneas is given by, 
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Figure 4.8. Fuel element extra water. 

where 

sl = Lattice pitch 

= Intra-element water gap thickness 

& = Actual water channel thickness 

tiw = Modified water channel zone thickness 

The fuel zone thickness remains unchanged and is given by tf which is 

the actual fuel meat thickness. 



According to the earlier discussion, the thickness of the gadolinia 

lumps is a variable input design parameter for the cores utilizing 20% and 

97.3% enriched uranium, Vol%(GdgOa) in the fuel plate locations. This 

section describes the method used to model these variations in lump 

thickness. 

v 
For reactor core designs 2,3,4 and 5 which employ a lumped gadolinia 

distribution, the lump thickness was used as a design variable (i.e., the 

lump thickness was varied for the iterative design calculations). 

Throughout them calculations, the sum thickness of the G d f i  lump and 

associated cladding must be equal to the regular fuel plate thickness. For 

each lump thickness variation, the corresponding cladding thickness can 

be calculated by the following relation, 

where, 

tic = thickness of cladding for lump 

= thickness of GdgO3 lump 

The value of tic is input into EPRI-Cell by the parameter ZONECT. 



For each reactor core design, the volume fraction (volume percent 

divided by 100) of the UOg fuel and the Zr-4 structural material in the fuel 

meat must be determined and input into EPRI-Cell. As discussed earlier, 

the the volume percent ratio of UOg to Zr -4 structural material in the fuel 

meat is a design variable for reactor cores 2,3,4 and 5 which utilize the 

lumped GdgO3 distribution. For reactor core 1, this ratio is fixed. The 

volume fraction of each composition is specified in the EPRI-Cell input file 

by the parameter VOLFRC(K,L), where K refers to the particular material 

composition and L specifies the particular zone. Note that for any changes 

of the number densities of the nuclides @% and U238 or volume percent 

U02 which bears these nuclides, the values of the resonance input 

parameters Res (4, U^S) and Res (4, U238), (Res (5, U^5), R e g  (5, U238) must 

be recalculated. This is discussed in detail in Appendix E. 

Â§hld 
For reactor core design 1 which utilizes 7% enriched caramel type fuel, 

it is desirable for the UOg volume fraction in the fuel meat to be as large as 

possible in order to maximize available reactivity. Thus forthis core, the 

V O ~ % ~ ( U O ~ )  i~ the he1 meat is not a design variable. In this case the UOg 

is actually a mixture of UO2 and Gd20a. The following equation is used to 

calculate the U02 volume fraction, Volm(U02), in the fuel meat of the 

original caramel fuel plate design. 



where, 

w = caramel or platelet width 

wg = spacing between platelets 

The fixed U02 volume percent in the fuel meat of the original caramel fuel 

plate V0l%~(U02) i8 calculated to be 84.44%. 

The corresponding fixed Zr-4 volume percent, Volm(Zr-4), in the fuel 

meat is determined by the volume fraction relation, 

where the resulting volume percent is calculated to be 15.56% 

Core(21 

As calculated above the maximum UOg volume percent allowed for this 

study is 84.44% (Vol x 100), that of the original caramel fuel plate design. 

Since a uranium enrichment of 20% is used in this core and as will be 

shown in Chapter 5, the UO2 volume percent Vo19ibm(U02) in the fuel meat 

must be decreased in order to reduce the core excess reactivity to a 

controllable level. Thus, as d i m d  earlier, the UOg volume percent in 

the he1 meat i~ a design variable. Since the optimum V01%~(U02) for this 

design lies in the range, 



a caramel fuel design was employed. As discussed in Chapter 3, fuel plates 

with fuel zone U02 volume percents lase than 50% will employ cermet fuel 

plate design. With each variation the corresponding Zr-4 volume percent in 

the fuel meat was calculated by equation 4.6. (The calculated fuel meat 

V O ~ % ~ U O ~  for each core design is listed in Table 5.1). 

A reduction in the Vol%(UO2) requires a reduction in the fuel platelet 

dimensions or caramels of the original design. This must be meet with a 

corresponding increase in the thickness of the Zr-4 spacers, (Refer to 

Figure 3.1). Upon determination of the optimum UOg volume percent, the 

caramel (platelet) and Zr-4 spacer widths are calculated by the following 

equations. Defining the caramel width to 21-04 spacer width ratio as, 

Equation 4.5 can be written as, 

where V is the U02 volume fraction, Volm(U02). Rearranging Equation 4.8 

yields, 

Solving the above equation by the quadratic formula and rearranging yields 



Thus, solving Equation 4.7 for w ~ ,  

and substituting into the constraint equation, 

and rearranging. The value of we is given by, 

The value of wg can be found by substituting the value of wc into the 

constraint equation, Equation 4.11. 

!2Qmdua 
For reactor core designs 3,4,and 5 which are fueled with 97.3% enriched 

uranium (i.e., HEU), a low fuel meat UO2 volume percent is required to 

maintain controllable excess reactivity. Since the U02 volume percenta for 

these cores are less than 50% (this was initially assumed and later found to 

be true) a cermet fuel design is employed. The UO2 volume fraction was 

varied over the interval, 



where 20% is the lower bound of the cermet UO2 volume percent, below 

which irradiation behavior can not be estimated (see Figure 3.1). The 

corresponding Zr-4 volume percents are determined by the volume fraction 

relation, 

4.1.2.S Number Densities 

The nuclide number densities in each material composition UOg, GdaOe, 

Zr-4 and H20, which are used in each reactor core design are specified in the 

EPRI-Cell input file via the input parameter PUEEDN(J,K). The values J 

and K specify the particular nuclide and material composition respectively. 

As stated in Section 4.1.2.1., for any changes of the number densities of the 

nuclides U235 and V238 or volume percent of UO2 which bears these nuclides, 

the values of the resonance input parameters Res (4, U235) and Res (4, U238), 

Res (5, U235), Res (5, UB8) must be recalculated. This is discussed in detail 

in Appendix E. 

ilc!nLw 
As shown in Figure 4.3a, for reactor core design 1 the V O ~ % ~ ( U O ~ -  

Gd203 mixture)/V0l%~(Zr-4 structural material) ratio in the fuel meat i s  

constant. However, the fuel material consists of a mixture of UOg and 

Gd203 where the UOa/Gd20a ratio is a design variable. Thus with each 

variation of the wt%Gd20a in this mixture, the nuclide number densities in 

the fuel/bumable poison mixture ( U a - G d 2 0 3  mixture) must be 



recalculated. In effect, the U02-Gd203 mixture is treated as a single 

material composition in this case. The nuclide number densities in the 

Zr-4 structural material volume as well as in the cladding and coolant 

zones are constant. 

v 
As shown in Figure 4.3b, reactor core designs 2,3,4 and 5, which utilize 

a lumped bumable poison distribution, the V O I % ~ ( U O ~ ~ V O ~ % ~ ( Z ~ - ~  

structural material) ratio in the he1 meat is a design variable. The fuel 

consists of pure UO2 while the burnable poison lumps consist of pure 

Gd203. Thus the nuclide number densities in the UO2 fuel volume Zr-4 

structural material volume, burnable poison lumps and cladding and 

coolant zones are constant. 

The equations used to calculate the nuclide number densities for each 

material composition are described below for each composition. Also, the 

parameters used in each of these equations are defined as, 

N = Number density (atoms/cm^) 

V = Volume fraction UOz compound or mixture of 

U02-Gd203 compounda in the fuel meat 

M = Molecular weight (g/mole) 

f = Weight percent of uranium in the UO2 composition 

w = Weight percent Gd203 in U02-Gd203 mixture 

NA = Avogadro's Number (atomdmole) 

p = Material density (g/cm3) 



- 
For the U02 fuel of 7%, 20% and 97.3% enrichment which consists of a 

mixture of U s 5  and U2  ̂atoms, the average molecular weight of the 

uranium atoms is given by the relation, 

The weight percent uranium in the U02 compound is then given by, 

The number density of the nuclides ~ 2 3 5  and ~ 2 3 8  can then be determined 

by the following equations, 

The term (1 - w) is the weight percent of UO2 in the UO2-Gd203 mixture and 

(0 is the weight percent of uranium in the UO2 compound. For reactor 

cores 2,3,4 and 5 which do not utilize the lumped burnable poison (Gd2O3) 

distribution, (w) is set equal to zero. 



The number density of the Gd2O3 molecule ie given by, 

where M(Gd203) is the molecular weight of the -3 molecule (See Table 

2.7). The number densities of the nudiden and Gd157 are the given by, 

where do(Gd155) and do(Gd157) are the natural atomic abundancea of the 

respective nuclides (See Table 2.6). Note that the other gadolinium isotopes, 

Gdl54 s Gdl56, Gill58 and Gd160 must be treated as void. Upon specification of 

the isotope Gdl55, EPRI-Cell automatically initializes Gd154, Gd156 and Gd158 

in the naturally occurring proportions. This is discussed in 

Appendix E. 

For the oxygen number density can now be determined by, 

where the first and second terms on the light-hand-aide are the 

contributions from the UO2 and Gd203 compositions respectively. The term 

(1 - w) is the weight percent U02 in the U02-Gd203 mixture and the term 



(1 - f) is the weight percent oxygen in the UO2 compound. For reactor cores 

2,3,4 and 5 which do not utilize the lumped burnable poison (Gd203) 

distribution, (w) is set equal to zero. For the second term on the right-hand- 

side, the coefficient resulta since 1.5 oxygen atoms ar e present for every 

GdgO3 molecule. 

Zi-4 

As stated in Section 4.1.2.1, the rircaloy-4 composition present in the 

fuel zones and cladding zones is treated as a single nuclide by EPRI-Cell. 

Thus this zone contains the nuclide Zr-4. The composition Ha0 contains 

the nuclides H and 0. 

where the associated Zr-4 properties are listed in Table 2.3. Thus N(Zr-4) is 

calculated to be 0.042518atoms/b-em. - 
' h e  number demity of the HgO molecule is given by, 

where the associated H2O properties are listed in Table 2.8. Thus N(H20) is 

calculated to be 0.02429atuma~b-cm. The number densities of the hydrogen 

and oxygen constituents are given by, 



For all the calculational results given in this thesis, primarily Chapter 5, 

the value of proom temo(HzO) = l.Og/cm3 was used. A correction to p 3 0 5 ~ ~  

(i.e.,lower H20 density in core) is discussed in Section 5.8. Thus N(H) and 

N(O) are 0.04840atorn8/bacm and 0.02420atom8/b-cm respectively, where 

~ 3 ~ f j ~ ( H 2 0 )  = 0.74g/a3. 

4.1 U  Simplified O v d  Core Calculation 

Aa listed in Table 4.2 and discussed in Section 1.1, the total desired 

reactor core power, Q, is 50MW, on which all reactor core calculations are 

based. The reactor core power is specified by the EPRI-Cell input 

parameter POWR (Wattdm of height). The value of POWR is given by the 

relation, 

where q'"Ãˆve, is the reactor core average power density. The cell 

thicknes8,tce.l, is determined by summing the thicknesses of the individual 

fuel cell zones used to represent the fuel element of the particular reactor 

core under consideration. The unit thi~kne88,&i~, is equal to 1cm and 

conserves dimensions. The reactor core average power density q ' I q a v e r  is 

given by the Equation 4.1, 
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where Vcore is the reactor core volume. Since Vcore ie not known initially, 

qftfaver not be calculated and therefore must be guessed and is 

therefore a variable design parameter. According to Table 4.1, this guess is 

subject to the following constraints, 

where qiiimax is the maximum core power density and Or, which is defined 

below from Equation 1.2, is the power peaking factor for a finite cylindrical 

reflected reactor. 

For a bare or unreflected cylindrical reactor 

(4.28) 

the power peaking factor is 

approximately 3.75. For a reflected reactor core, the power peaking factor is 

reduced by roughly 2/3.[7] 
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Figure 4.9. Thermal flux distribution for reflected reactor. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.9, this is due to a buildup of thermal neutrons 

near the reflector/core interface which increases heat generation in the 

outer regions of the core. Thus as discussed earlier, the power peaking 

factor for the reflected reactor corea considered for this atudy is set at a 

reasonable 2.5. Combining Equations 4.28 and 4.29, the following 

approximate relation between q'"avefr and q'"avelu is obtained. 

AS a check of Equation 4.26, the qf"aver used to calculate the value of 

POWR should be equal to the q"favelr calculated by EPRI-Cell which 

appears in the corre~ponding output file. 



The volume in cm3 for the reflected reactor core for a particular total 

power Q (5OMW) it3 givm by r- Equation 4.1. 

As listed in Table 4.2, the height to radius ratio of the cylindrical 

reactors considered for this study is assumed to be, 

as in the case of the reactor which powers the US$ Savannah. The i'olume 

of a cylinder is given by, 

Substituting Equation 4.32 into 4.33 yields, 

for the reflected reactor cores of this study. Solving for R gives, 

The value of Hr is then given by rearranging Equation 4.32 to, 



For a reactor core of finite dimensions, some neutrons are lost to 

leakage. The term used to account for this loss for a bare unreflected 

reactor core modeled in 1-D is known as the geometric buckling, B2, wliich 

is a function of reactor geometry. The value of this term affects the value of 

kefr. The geometric buckling, B2, for an unreflected finite cylindrical 

reactor is given by, 

where & and Hu are the effective height and radius of the unreflected finite 

cylindrical reactor and taken for this approximation to be equal to the 

actual unreflected height and radius. For a constant total reactor power, 

Q, Ru and Hu are larger than Rr and Hr. Thus, if the values for Rr and Hr, 

as derived from the guess of q'"ftve,r, are used in Equation 4.37, the neutron 

leakage loss aa represented by B2, will be overestimated. Since the reactor 

cores considered for this study are reflected (i.e., surrounded by a water 

shroud), neutron leakage is reduced, qgqfave is increased and the required 

reactor volume to produce a total power of 50MW decreases. Thus for the 

approximate comparative purposes of this study, it is assumed that the 

term B2, a0 calculated for the unreflected finite cylindrical reactor also 

operating at  a total power of 50MW, is representative of the neutron leakage 

of the 50MW reflected reactor. Both reflected and unreflected reactors have 

a height to radius ratio of 2.5. The volume of this unreflected counterpart is 

determined by substituting q'''ave,u as defined by Equation 4.30 into 

Equation 4.3 1. Thus, 



From Equation 4.34, 

Rearranging Equation 4.39 yields, 

Back sub~tituting the value of & into Equation 4.36 for the unreflected 

reactor gives, 

Substituting the values of Ru and Hu into Equation 4.37 yields I32 for the 

50MW unreflected counterpart reactor which is assumed to represent the 

neutron leakage effects of the smaller 50MW reflected reactor. Thus, as 

discussed previously, a guess of q"'ave,r is accompanied by a value of B2. 

The value of B2 is specified in the EPM-Cell input file by the by the input 

parameter BUCKLG. The calculated values for B2 are listed in Tables F.1 

and F.2 of Appendix F. This approximate method is chosen to be consistent 

with the assumed (reasonable for small light water reactors, LWR1s) power 

peaking factor of 2.5. It should be noted that the reflector savings (i.e., 

reduction in core height and radius) calculated by this method is not 

constant with variation in core volume as it is in reality. Appendix G 



dimsses a more accurate method to calculate the constant value of 

reflector savings or extrapolation length. 

This section is intended to organize the core modeling steps discussed 

in Section 4.1.2 into a workable design procedure for each reactor core. An 

individual design procedure is described for reactor core 1 and for reactor 

cores 2,3,4 and 5. 

fA2rd.u 
Figure 4.10 is a flow chart of the design procedure used to model reactor 

core 1. In order to model the fuel cell geometry, zone thicknesses are 

calculated according to Section 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2. The material volume 

percents are calculated as discussed in Section 4.1.2.4. A value of the 

weight percent Gd203 wtf$b(Gd203) present in the UO2-Gd203 mixture is 

guessed which typically ranges from 1-10%. With this value, the nuclide 

number densities within this mixture are calculated by the methods 

described in Section 4.1.2.5. As discussed in Section 4.1.2.6, a value for the 

average power density (q"'Ãˆve,r is guessed, which also setsthe core volume 

and dimensions by which the value of the neutron leakage term, B2, is 

determined. This data is entered into an EPRI-Cell input file as outlined in 

Section E.2 of Appendix E, and used to run EPRI-Cell. The values of keff for 

each timeetep, k = f(t), and the value for bumup, BU, are obtained from the 

output file. If these values do not satisfy the constraints of Table 4.2, the 

values for wt%(Gd203) and q'"ave,r are adjusted in farther EPRI-Cell runs 



to yield Jk = f(t) and BU which satisfy these constraints. At this point, all 

reactor design parameters will lie in the design space of Figure 4.2. 

c h d . u A a  

Figure 4.11 illustrate8 the design procedure used to model reactor cores 

2,3,4 and 5. All material number densities are calculated according to 

Section 4.1.2.4. The fuel cells are modeled afi discussed in Section 4.1.2.1 

and 4.1.2.2. A value for the thickness of the burnable poison (G-) lump 

is guessed, and the corresponding poison plate cladding thickness is 

calculated ae discussed in Section 4.1.2.3. The UO2 and Zr-4 volume 

percents in the fuel meat, Vol%rn(U02,Zr-4), are guessed based on the 

discussion of Section 4.1.2.5. As described in Section 4.1.2.6. a value for 

q"lave,r is guessed, which sets the value of Vcore by which the neutron 

leakage term B2 is calculated. This data is entered into EPRI-Cell files as 

outlined in Section E.2 of Appendix E and used to run EPRI-Cell. As with 

reactor core 1, the values of keff for each timestep, k = f(t), and the value of 

BU are obtained from the output. The values for k = J(t) must satisfy the 

constraints of Table 4.2, while the value for BU must lie on or below the plot 

line of Figure 3.3. If these constraints are not satisfied, the burnable poison 

lump thickness, Vol%m(U02, Zr-4) and q'"ave,r are adjusted to yield new 

values for k = f(t) and BU. This procedure is repeated until the constraints 

are satisfied; a t  which all reactor design parameters will lie in the design 

space of Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.10 . Design procedure for reactor core (1). 
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Figure 4.1 1. Design procedure for reactor cores (2,3,4,5). 



4.1.4 Whole Core Matfiriala CalculAtio~ 

Upon completion of the reactor design analysis outlined in Section 4.3, 

the net ma00 of a particular nudide present in each core can be calculated 

for any depletion step. ThiÃ calculation ia performed using the Editcell 

Homogenized Concentrationg of Nuclides for the particular depletion 

timestep listed in the EPKI-Cell output file (See Appendix E, Sections E.3 

and E.4). The d t a  of the EditceU Homogenized Concentrations of Nuclides 

or cell averaged number densities are atornabam-cm. The total mass of 

the particular nuclide present in the core is given by the following equation. 

where, 

m(I) = Total mass of nudide in core 

N(1) = Editcell homogenized concentration of particular 

nuclide, cell averaged number deiisity 

(atomaharn-cm) 

M(I) = Molecular weight of nuclide (gramdrnole) 

For additional information, the volume percent of U02 and Gd2Q3 in 

each reactor core can be calculated. 



!ihxsLu 
AB described in Section 4.1.2.6., for reactor core 1, the ratio of the U02- 

GdgOg mixture to the Zr-4 structural material is fixed. However, the 

UwGd2O3 is a variable design parameter. Thus the wt%Gd203 in the 

U02-Gd203 fuel mixture is known upon completion of the design procedure. 

The volume fraction UO2 within the UOpGd2Oa fuel mi-vtuna, VolfdJO2), is 

given by, 

Volf(u02) = ____1____ 
1 + PUa 1 0  

Pmi03 (1 - wt%Gd2C>3 ' '1 

The corresponding volume fraction within this fuel mixture is given by, 

Volf(GdB3) = 1- Voli(U02) (4.44) 

The whole core volume fractions &re given by the following equations, 

where the subscript (c) denotes a whole core volume fraction. 



i 3 w a a u a  
For reactor cores 2,3,4 and 6 which utilize a lumped burnable poison 

distribution, the ratio of UO2 to Zr-4 structural material in the fuel meat 

and the thickness of the burnable poison (GdgOa) plate lumps are design 

variables. Thu, upon completion of the design procedure outline in Section 

4.3, the UOa volume fraction in the fuel meat and the burnable poison lump 

thicknew are known. The whole core volume fractions for UOg and GdgO3 

are given by the following equations. 

V0UUO2) = Vol 

where, 

Nl = Number of burnable poison plate lumps in core 

Nf = Number of fuel plates in core 

Following a transient that results in a reactor power increase, the fuel 

temperature will rise leading to an increase in the bulk coolant 

temperature. As the coolant water temperature increases, the density 

decreases. A fuel temperature increase or coolant density decrease is 

accompanied by positive or negative reactivity change (See Appendix C). 



To estimate the reactivity change caused by an increase in fuel 

temperature, EPRI-Cell was rua 4th the fiiel temperature specified by the 

resonance data input parameter P's(1J) was decreased to 293'C room 

temperature (See Appendix E.) As atated in this appendix, the fuel 

operating temperature was set a t  1000OC. For each reactor core, the 

reactivity change for a fuel temperature increase at B.O.C. and E.O.C. is 

given by the following equation, 

where p~ is the fuel temperature reactivity change. 

To estimate the reactivity change caused by a coolant density decrease, 

EPRI all was run with  the oxygen and hydrogen number density in the 

coolant zone decreased by 10%. As stated in Section 4.1.2.5., number 

densities are specified in the EPRI-Cell input files by the input parameter, 

PUREDN. For each reactor core, the reactivity change for a coolant density 

decrease of 10% at B.O.C. and E.O.C. is given by the following equation, 

where p~ is the moderator density reactivity change and p~~o(100%)  was 

taken to be l.Og/cm̂  for these bff calculations. 



h 0tabd in Chapter 1, thermal-hydradiets comiderations are 

a ~ m m d  not to be kcdthg for the reactor de&gn8 madeled in this 8tudy. A 

&~apMd thermal-hydrafic d y e i s ,  however, b been included t~ verify 

that fuel element tarnperatuw am within acceptable h u n d ~  m d  that the 

required cmlant flow rate0 needed to remove h u t  art? practicd" Figure 4.12 

i l l u ~ t r a b ~  the he1 plats and codant channel geometry to which t h i ~  

andysia is applied. Below, each of the paramabra used in the ensuing 

dimmion are defined. 

Q = Bulk coalant temperature (OC) 

Tin = Reactor Core temperature (OC) 

= Reactor are outlet temperature ('C) 

Tm = Cladding outer ~udace tamperatwe ( O C )  

Tcj = Cladding inner sudace brnpmture ( O C )  

Tf,, = Fuel fluxface temperature ( O C )  

Tfc = Maximum he1 center-line! temperature (OC) 

h = Coolant heat tmefer  mefficient (W/rnz.K) 

kw = Coolant water thermal conductivity (W/m.K) - 

= Clad thermal conductivity, aa8med con~tant (W/m.K) 

kf = Fuel t h e d  c~nductivity, a66umed constant (W/m.K) 

k,, = Cermet fuel particle conductivity (W/m.K) 

km = Cermet matrix mabrid conductivity (W/rn.K) 

u = Coolant wabr dynamic vi~coeity (uPa.S) 

cp = Coolant water specific heat (k8kg.K) 

p = Coolant water demity at operating condition8 (kglm3) 



wp = Width of he1 plate (m) 

Af = Fuel zone ma-wct iad  area (m2) 

Aw = Flow arm of molmt chamel (m2) 

Pt, = Heated p e h b r  of coolant chamel (m) 

Pw = Wetted p*br of coolant ch-el (m) 

Q, = Hydraulic diameter of mlmt c h m d  (m) 

De = Equivalent &meter 

H = Height of metar are (m) 

Re = h y n o l d ~  number (hens ion le~e)  

P r  = Prandtl number (dimen6ionle~8) 

Nu = Nuaeelt number (dirneneionlemi) 

v = Caolmt velocity (ds2) 

T m  

The he1 maximum center-line temperature is determined by 

combining the heat transfer equation8 for the coolant bulldcladding outer 

~udace,  cladding outer mrf'ace/inner surf'ace, and fuel outer surf'acdfuel 

center-line inbrfacea. 'Them equation6 are, 



and are darived in bfemncei [7]. 

Combining Equtiona 4.61,4.62,4.63 and 454, and assuming perfect 

heat tmafer a m m  the h e 1  ~urf'acdcladding inner surface interface ( i s . ,  

Tci = Tfn), the following equation for the -u.m he1 temperature is 

obtained. 

T fc = q8"m ax, [$+ 4kf e+ kc k] h + l (Tin 2 + Tout) 
(4.55) 

The maximum power demity in the fbel meat, q " ' ~ ~ l m  i8 determined by 

the relation, 

ql"m ax 
q"'max,m = Vol Ameat)) 

where q 8 ' ' m ~  is determined by Equation 4.27b and repre~enta the fuel cell 

averaged maximum pwer  den~ity. The value of the fuel meat volume 

fractian, Volc(meat), ie given for reactor core 1 by, 

while VolC(meat) for reactor corefi 2,3 ,4  and 5 i8 given by, 
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J 

Figure 4*12* Fuel plate temperature profiles.. 

For reactor core0 1 and 2 which utilize caramel type fuel, the medium 

fiorn he1 eudace b he1 center-line ie golid U02 (i.e., throuih a fuel platelet 

as shown in Figure 3"l). Thu0 only the thermal conductivity of U02 is 

needed. However, for reactor core0 3,4 and 5 which utilize a cermet type 

fbel, the medium h m  he1 surface b he1 center-line consists of U02 

partidea and Zr-4 structural material. For t h i ~  type of fuel, the net thermal 

conductivity can be estimated by the following correlation, 



The maximum coolant velocity can be eetimabd by assuming the 

entrance to each fuel elementi0 80 o d i d  that the Tout - Tin is the same in 

every c b e l  and hen@ the hothat channel need the higheat coolant 

velocity. The hot channel ia smunded by the he1 plate0 which operab at 

the maximum linear power (qVmm) of the reactor core. For the hot 

channel, 



substituting Equation 4.63 into Equation 4.62 and integrating from W2 to - 
H/2 yields, 

where q is the total heat rate trantferred to the coolant in the hot channel. 

The heat rate removed by the coolant is given by, 

From continuity, 

where, 

Substituting Equations 4.66 and 4.67 into 4.68 and rearranging yields the 

required maximum coolant velocity for the reactor core. 

Coolant Heat Transfer Coefficient (h) 

The heat transfer coefficient of the coolant water in the hot channel of 

each reactor core can be determined by use of the familiar Dittus-Boelter 

equation. 



where Nu, Re, and Pr are the Nusselt, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers 

respectively which are defined below. 

Substituting Equations 4.70,4.71 and 4.72 into Equation 4.69 and 

rearranging yields, 

where (v) is the maximum coolant velocity and is determined by Equation 

4.69. The term Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the coolant channel and is 

defined as, 

where the heated perimeter (Ph) is given by, 



The term De is the equivalent diameter of the coolant channel and is defined 

an, 

where the wetted perimeter (Pw) is given by, 



CHAPTERS 

This chapter presents the results of the calculations described in 

Chapter 4 for each reactor core design. A detailed tabular summary of all 

calculated results is presented in Appendix F. 

Figure 5.1 to 5.5 are plots of kaff = f(t) for reactor cores 1,2,3Ãˆ and 5 

which are summarized in Table 4.1. each excess reactivity profile satisfies 

the constraint of Table 4.2. 

In Figures 5.1 to 5.5 the constraint boundaries are indicated by the 

horizontal dashed line. 

The initial reactivity drop observed in Figures 5.2 to 5.5 represents the 

buildup of the strong neutron absorbing fission product Xe135. Upon 

reaching the equilibrium Xi3136 in the core, which occurs after about five 

days of full power operation, excess reactivity begins to increase. This is do 

to the higher neutron absorption cross-~ection of gadolinium compared to 

uranium resulting in faster depletion of the reactivity suppressing 

bumable poison. However, in Figure, 5.3, there remains a slight decrease 

in reactivity beyond the X e 1 a  equilibrium point up to about 150 days of 

operation. This can be attributed to the relatively thick Gdyft3 plate lumps 

employed in this reactor core compared to those used in reactor cores 2,4 



and 5. The thick lump provides Buffident mwBhielding near B.O.C. such 

that the net uranium depletion is larger than the net Gd203 depletion thus 

resulting in excess reactivity decrease. 

The Xi3136 buildup effect on exceu reactivity is not observed in Figure 

5.1 which represents reactor core 1. In this case, the uniformly distributed 

gadolinia depletes rapidly a t  B.O.C. (i.e., no self-shielding effects) causing 

an addition of positive reactivity which overrides the negative reactivity 

addition caused by the buildup of&^. 

During the core refueling lifetime, a peak in excess reactivity occurs as 

obeerved in Figures 6.1 to 6.5. At this point, positive reactivity addition due 

to Gdfi3 depletion is equal to the negative reactivity addition due to 

uranium depletion. Since reactor core 1 utilizes a uniform GdgO3 

distribution, this peak occur near B.O.C. while for reactor cores 2,3,4 and 5 

which utilize a lumped Gd203 distribution, it occurs near E.O.C. 

The importance of the reduction ofB.0.C. reactivity by the addition of 

the burnable poison Gd203 is readily observed in Figure 5.1 (core 1) and 

Figure 5.3 (core 2) which utilize a uniform and a lumped Gd2O3 distribution 

respectively. In these figures, the straight sections of the excess reactivity 

curves near E.O.C. are extrapolated to B.O.C. as illustrated by the sloped 

dashed line. For reactor core 1, this extrapolation yields a B.O.C. ke, value 

of approximately 1.206 without B.O.C. GdgO3 reactivity control. By 

inspection of Figures 6.2 to 5.5, Xe1a buildup reduces B.O.C. keff by about 

0.016. Combining this value with the extrapolation value yields a B.O.C. 

keff value of about 1.22. The reactivity peak with Gdg03 corresponds to a keff 

value of 1.8. Although the use of the Gd203  burnable poison is not required 

in this case since the B.O.C. keff value remains less than 1.24, it has the 

desirable effect of reducing the required control swing, Abff, from 1.24 to 1.8. 



The necessity of the reduction of B.O.C. reactivity by the addition of the 

burnable poison m03 is seen in. Figure 5.3, the excess reactivity curve for 

reactor core 3. Extrapolating the E.0.C- straight section of the curve back to 

B.O.C. (illustrated by the sloped dashed line) yields a keff value above 1.28 

(this extrapolation can  also be done for reactor cores 2,4, and 5). A reactor 

core with such a large excess reactivity would be, for practical purposes, 

impossible to control. Thua the w e  of burnable poison to control B.O.C. 

CXCCBB reactivity is essential. 















5.2 Potential fior Extras Rfiactivity Curve Shape Adjustment 

As discussed earlier, the excess reactivity profile for reactor core 4 

(Figure 5.4) peak a t  a value greater than 1.24 which does not satisfy the 

reactivity constraint. For this core which utilizes a lumped gadolinia 

distribution, G&O3 plates were distributed in every sixth fuel plate location. 

The excess reactivity peaking effect for this core can be further suppressed 

by decreasing the number of Gd203 lumps and increasing the thickness of 

the individual lumps (i.e., lumping Gd2O3 into every 8th or 10th fuel plate 

location). Figure 5.6 illustrates the effect of changing the amount of 

lumping from every 4th fuel plate location to every fifth fuel plate location. 

The reactivity profiles of this figure are for the design of reactor core 3 

utilizing the fuel cell designs of Figures 4.7a and 4.7b. (Note that the 

reactivity profile for reactor core 3 using the fuel cell of Figure 4.7b is also 

plotted in Figure 5.3). The change in the amount of lumping from every 4th 

to every 5th fuel plate location has two effects. First and most important, 

the reactivity peak is suppressed and also pushed closer to E.O.C. The 

increased self-shielding effect causes the net amount of burnable poison in 

the core to deplete more slowly. Second, the net amount of burnable poison 

in the core is increased without suppressing the B.O.C. keff value (excess 

reactivity) below the minimum allowed value of 1.04. (The value of 1.04 is 

set to allow for Xe135 override capability). As with the first effect, the 

increase in the net mass of Gd2O3 is possible due to the increased self- 

shielding effect which results in a slower GdgO3 depletion rate. Thus with 

the conclusions derived from Figure 5.6, i i  is obvious that the reactivity peak 

of Figure 5.2 can be suppressed with increased lumping. For purposes of 



this study, however, this was not possible due to the limit in the number of 

space point and zones that can be modeled by the EPRI-Cell code. 

With a more sophisticated distribution or/and the use of other burnable 

poigona it may be possible to level the excess reactivity curve of Figures 5.1 to 

5.5. In such a cafe, the rate ofpoaitive reactivity addition caused by Gd2Oy 

depletion and the rate of negative reactivity addition caused by uranium 

depletion are equal throughout the refueling lifetime of the reactor core. 

This is what is done in an actual reactor. 

The values for mechanical burnup as calculated by EPRI-Cell for each 

reactor core are in units of MWd^T. These bumup values are converted to 

unitfl of atom percent (at%) by the equation, 

where the maximum possible burnup per unit mass of uranium is 

0.948MWd/T.[24] For each reactor core the calculated burnup values in units 

of MWd/T and at% are listed in Table 5.1. 

For reactor core 1 which utilizes the caramel fuel design, a burnup of 

28,290 MWd/T was obtained. As listed in Table 4.2, the mechanical 

limitations of this fuel design allow a maximum burnup of 60,OOOMWd/T. 

However, inspection of the excess reactivity curve for this core (Figure 5.1) 

shows that at E.O.C. keff has dropped to its minimum allowable value. Thus 



the mechanically allowable burnup of 60,OOOMWd/T can not be obtained. 

The core refueling lifetime for this core (600FPD) is thus reactivity limited. Reactor 

core 2 also uses the caramel fuel design and is thus allowed a maximum 

burnup of 60,OOOMWd/T as listed in Table 4.2. A calculated burnup value of 

62,120MWd/T was obtained. The excess reactivity curve for this core (Figure 

5.2) shows an E.O.C. value of kff =1.19 where the minimum value for bff is 

1.04. Thus the refueling lifetime for this core is not reactivity limited, rather 

it is limited by the structural mechanics of the fuel. As discussed in Section 

3.1.1, internal fission gas pressure will cause fuel failure at a bumup greater 

than approximately 60,OOOMWd /T. 

The maximum allowed burnup values for reactor cores 3,4 and 5 which 

utilize the cermet fuel design, are listed in Table 5.1. These values, in at%, 

have been estimated from Figure 3.3 by using the cermet VO~%~(UO^)  values 

also listed in Table 5.1. The calculated burnup values, in at%, for reactor cores 

3'4 and 5 are below there respective maximum allowed burnup values in at% 

as required. As can be seen from the excess reactivity curves for reactor cores 

3'4 and 5 (Figures 5.3 to 5.5), the E.O.C. keff values are above the minimum 

allowed kff value of 1.04. Thus as with reactor core 2, the refueling lifetimes 

of these reactor cores 3,4 and 5 are limited by the structural mechanical of the 

fuel. 



Core 5 

&actor Core core 1 Core 2 Core 4 Core 5 

Caramel Caramel Cermet Cermet Cermet 



Table 5.2  summarize^ the B.0.C. and E.0.C. temperature and void 

coefficients of reactivity for each reactor core deeign. AB required, the 

value8 am negative in all w e e .  It can be wen that the B.O.C. and E.0.C. 

temperature wefficienta of reactivity d e w m e  with increme in uranium 

enrichment. TRh i8 due ta tha demw in the concentration. The 

eRmtive neutron abwrption m m - d o n  of inmawe with 

temperature by a phenomenon known a8 Doppler broadening. this i~ 

diacu8ad in detail in Fkference 171. 

In Section 4.6, it wa8 etated that the wlection {guem) of the value of 

q"*ave,r automatially 8et Vcore by which the core height and radiue can be 

determined. Table 5.3 e m a r i z e s  the power maximum m d  average 

power d e n ~ i t i e ~  and aaaaciated core dimen8iona for each reactor core. The 

core refuelmg times, h, and fuel meat U02 v o l ~ e   percent^, V01%~(U02) 

are dm l i s t4  in Table 5.3. 

Since the net loadmg ie larger for reactor core 2 which is fuel with 

20% emi&d umnium than for mactm core 3 which it3 fueled with 97.3% 

enriched uranium, Vcore i~ larger for core 2 (667L) than for core 3 (265L). 

Both come operate with the m e  refueling lifetime of 12OOFPD. 

Although the U235 loading i8 amdler for reactor core 1 which is fueled 

with 796 enriched uranium than for reactor core 2, it3 smaller for core 1 

(506L) than for care 2 (667L). Th.iti~ results since the refbeling lifetime for 



reactor corn 1 is 6OOFFTl while for reactor are 2 it i8 1200WD. Thue reactmr 

care 1 consumes half as much uranium aa reactor care 2. 

For r m d r  mr00 4 and 5 which are h e l d  with 97.3% 4?~Ched uranium 

and which also operate with reheling lifetimes of 1200FPD, the calculated 

v d u a  for Vmre are 38SL and 333L reapecbvely. These value0 for Vcore are 

larger than Vcore for reactor core 3 which is dm fueled haled with 97.3% 

mmi&ed d m  and operated with a mheling Wetime of 1200WD. The 

larger voIm0s ofremclnr cores 4 and 5 corn+ to core 3 ia caueed by the ia 

aueed by h e  thinner h a 1  plate0 d by thew cores. For a reactar core of 

c ~ m k n t  uranium mass inventory, aa tihe t h i b e s a  of the he1 plate8 i8 

d e c r e d *  a more homogeneous eyatem ia obtained. Thi0 re~ults in a core 

reactivity d e m m  which# in this case, i~ compenwted for by an increase in 

Vmre. The bpic i8 chcwd in d e w  in Refemnm [25]. 

Core 4 

Cermet 

l200 

0.74 

0.90 

- 
Core 3 

Cermet 

l!&lo 

0.06 

0.m 

Care 5 

Cermet 

mil 

0.70 

0.86 

Corn 2 

Cavamel 

lMl 

0.88 

LO0 

&actor Core 

Fuel Type 
I 

Full Power D a p  
I 

Dimetadrn) 

Heighum) 

Corn 1 

Caramel 

0.81 

OM 



The d a t e d  reactur corn dimemiom range from $8- to 65cm and 

108m tu 79cm for the corn dimetern and h~ights reeptively. This 

repreaenta net differenma of 2Wn in height and 23cm in diameter. 

Based on the a d d a t a d  reactor care diameter values liated in Table 5.3, 

and the as8ociatd he1 element lattice croea-wtional area8 listed in Table 

3.2, the he1 element core grid layouta of F'igum 5.7 were estimakd. Figures 

$.la, 5.1b, 5Jc9 5.1d and 5.1e repreeent the e a h t e d  cure grids for reamr 

wrae 1,2,3,4, and 5 re~pectively. Each wuam in the figwee represents a 

he1 element 

For reactor core 2 which i8 h e l d  with  20% enriched uranium, a ~ S B  

of 193kg ifi required while a wsa  of 106kg is required for reacbr 

a r e  3, where bath oprate with trf'of 12MFPD. &a&r core 2  require^ the 

larger in order to provide sufficient po~itive reactivity in order to 

override the negative reactivity added by the i n c r e a ~ d  @8 mass. 

The calculated values of qt*'ave,r for each reactor core satiae the 

constmintxi hated in Table 4.2. 



i2 
Core 2 

fi 

Core 5 

Figpm 6.7 Rmctor core fbel element  grid^. 



For each reactor core, the simplified thermal hydraulic analysis 
I 

described in Section 4.2 waa performed wing the fuel cladding and coolant 

water properties of Table* 2.1,2.3 and 2.8 respectively, the coolant wuter 

inlet and outlet temperatures listed in Section 1.2 and the fuel element 

dimeneiona for each core listed in Table 3.2. The reeultfl of these 

calculations are listed in Table 6.4. 

The calculated values for the coolant water velocity range from 2.7m/e 

to 5.8m/s. The coolant velocity in the thin coolant channels of the Advanced 

Test Reactor (ATK) is 13.4m/8. Since the coolant channel thickness of 

reactor core 4 is of similar thickness and is thinner than the coolant 

channel design used by realtor cores 1,2 and 3, the calculated coolant 

velocities for the reactor cores 1,2,3 and 4 are practical. The thickness of 

the channel used by reactor core 6 is 18% thinner than the channel used by 

reactor core 4. However, the coolant velocity iequired for this channel is 

5.37mh; 60% less than the coolant velocity which could be accommodated by 

the coolant channel of reactor core 4 as with the ATR. Thus it is reasonable 

to conclude that the coolant velocity of 5 .37ds  calculated for reactor core 5 

is practical. 

For reactor cores 1,2 and 3 which utilize the thick plate fuel design, the 

calculated file! center-line temperatures, Tft, range form 510Â° to 530%. 

This is well within acceptable bound since commercial reactor cores 

utilizing U02 fuel operate with center-line temperatures on the order of 

2000aG.[7] For reactor core 3 which operates at a relatively high power 

deu~ity compared to reactor cores 1 and 2, the fuel center-line temperature 

by the relatively high effective thermal 



Table 6.4. Thermal-hydraulic data. 

conductivity of the fuel meat. This high thermal conductivity results from 

the cermet fuel design were the volume percent in the fuel meat, 

V0l%~(Zr-4), of the relatively high thermal conductivity Zr-4 matrix 

material is greater than 50%. 

For reference, the calculated values of Vol%c(meat,), q9''max, h and kf 

are also listed in Table 5.4 for each reactor design. 



Table 6.6 aummarize~ the whole core B.O.C. and E.O.C. materials data 

calculated by the methods deftcribed in Section 4.1.4. which have been 

calculated for reference purpooea. The E.O.C. enrichment is the 

percentage of U236 which iÃ contained in the total E.O.C. uranium mass 

(i.e, the ~ u m  of the E.O.C. massea of m, U*Ã and U^8). 

Figures 6.8 to 6.12 are ploto over the refueling lifetime of the plutonium 

mass contained in reactor cores 1,2,3,4 and 5 respectively. Plutonium 

buildup results from the conversion of U^ to Pu239, which in turn is 

converted to Pum, Pu241 and Pu242. Reactor cum 1 which utilizes 7% 

enriched uranium contains lees plutonium than reactor core 2 which is 

fueled with 20% enriched uranium since it has a refueling lifetime half 

that of core 2. For reactor core 3, Figure 5.10 indicates that the total mass of 

plutonium in the core decreases near E.O.C. This results since the U238 

concentration has been depleted to an extent that Pu 239 production 10 lesa 

than the consumption of Pu isotopes by fission or conversion to higher 

actinidee. 



Table 6.5. Core materiala data. 













AB d i d  in -on 4.1.2.69 the hydrogen and oxygen number 

denity value8 a p & d  in the EPRI-Cell input files for all reacbr core 

deaigna were d d a t d  b e d  on the dedty  of water at mom tempemtum 

rather than at the average macar coolant tempemtum of 305OC. The 

deneity of water at m m  tetmperatum {2O0C) i6 Ig /m3 while a t  305OC it ia 

0.74g/cm3. The Quatiom m d  to caiculab the hydrogen md oxygen 

number damitiea are l i~ted below. 

The number demity of the H@ molecule i~ given by* 

where the associated Hfl  pmpertie~ are l.i&ed in Table 2.8" The number 

densitiee of the hydrogen and oxygen conatituenta are given by, 

Thus at normal reactar opmting conditiona, the actual hydrogen and 

oxygen number denaitie~ am 26% less than the number den~ities that were 

used to model the mactor corm 1,2,3,4 and 6" As diama~ed in Chapbr 3 and 

a shown by the moderator reactivity mfficienb Kebd in Table 5.2, each 

reactor core i8 undemderated, T h u ~  the coolant water slowing down 

proper tie^ inmea~e the thermal neutron populationion more the coolant water 



neutron absorption properties decreases the thermal neutron population. 

Consequently, a decrease in coolant water density must be offset with an 

increase in Vcore in order to maintain constant core excess reactivity with 

all other core materials volume fractions remaining unchanged. As  a 

result, an increase in Vcore for constant refueling time will result in a 

decrease in the values of q'"ave,r, B2 and BU. An increase in Vcom will 

also cause an increase in the total mass of materials present in each core 

which are calculated by Equation 4.42. 

In this section an estimated correction factor for Vcore, which is 

applicable to each core considered for is study, is derived using an 

approximate 2-group diffusion analysis. The general mid tigroup neutron 

diffusion equation solved is, 

where, 

These Equations are described in great detail in Reference[25]. 



The terms used in Equatiow 5.2 and 6.3 are defined below. 

Dg = Neutron diffusion coefficient 

= Geometric budding 

Zag = Neutron absorption cro~twection 

Seeg = Neutron scattering crow-eection from group g to group g' 

Sgn- = Neutron (scattering cram-mction from group g' to group g 

Â£fg = Neutron fission cross-section in group g' 

v = Average neutron yield per fission event 

zg = Probability a fission neutron will be born in group g 

X = Eigenvalue to set the RHS and LHS of Equation 5.2 equal 

+g = Neutron flux in group g 

K = Region of reactor core to which Equation 5.2 is applied 

Solving Equation 5.2 for A with X = keff for two neutron energy groups 

yields, 

For purposes of this analysis it is assumed that X12 (scattering from the 

thermal to the fast energy group) ie equal to zero since it is sufficiently 

small. Also since most fission neutrons are born into the fast energy 

group, it is assumed that = 1 and = 0. These considerations are 

further explained in Reference [Henry]. The diffusion coefficient D is 

defined by the following relation, 



where, 

Itr = Neutron transport cross-section 

Each macroscopic cro~-Bection used in Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are the 

sum of the contributions of the macroscopic cross section of water and the 

macroscopic cross-section of all non-coolant materials present in the 

reactor. Thus Ztrl. C r 2 ,  Salp Sd and Â£2 are defined as, 

The parameter m refers to all non-coolant materials present in the 

reactor while (w) refers to the coolant water. For simplifying purposes of 

this analysis, it is assumed that Z21(m) = 0 since it is small compared to 

Â£2i(w) This concept ia further discussed in Reference [251. Substituting 



Equations 6.6a and 5,6b into Equation 6.4 and Equations 5.6~. 5.6d and 5.6e 

into Equation 6.6 the following result is obtained. 

The 2-group cross-~ection data used in this analysis is obtained from 

the 5-group cross-section data listed in the microscopic and macroscopic 

edits of the EPRI-CeU output file for timestep 1 of reactor core 3 which is 

listed in Appendix E. The first four cmsa-section groups are collapsed into 

1 group (fast group) while the fifth group cross-section data remains 

constant (thermal group). For purposes of this simplified two group 

analysis, the 2-group energy structure described in Table 4.3 is employed. 

Thus the boundary between energy groups is 0.625eV. 

To determine the 2-group macroscopic cross-sections for the Hz0 

coolant water, the 5-group microscopic cro~s-sectiont for hydrogen and 

oxygen listed in the microscopic edit are used. The microscopic cross- 

sections uaed in the first four energy groups are collapsed into the fast 

energy group by flux weighting using the group fluxes listed in the 

macroscopic edit. For this purpose, the following equations are employed. 



gal 

The subscripted numbera in parenthesis indicate the energy group of the 

cross-section a9 it is listed in the 5-energy group structure of the EPRI-Cell 

output file listed in Appendix E. The subscripted numbers not in 

parenthesis indicate the energy group of the new 2-group structure where 1 

designates the fast group and 2 designates the thermal group. In each 

equation used in this analysis, the sub~cript, x, refer to any arbitrary cross- 

section. 

The thermal group microscopic cross sections for hydrogen and oxygen 

are given by, 

The core averaged macroscopic cmes-secliona for oxygen and hydrogen are 

then determined by the following equationd. 



where the hydrogen and oxygen number denaitiea, N(H) and N(0), are 

listed in the zone homogenized number densities of the EPRI-Cell output 

file of Section E.4. The multiplying factor VoUHaO), which is the H20 

volume fraction (volume percent divided by 100) in the core, must be include 

since the microscopic crosg-sectiona are not core averaged. The core H20 

volume fraction is given by, 

To determine the 2-poup macroscopic cross-sections representing all 

noncoolant materials present in the core, the 2-group core homogenized 

croas section representing all materials present in the core are first 

determined. For this purpose, the 5-g2oup macroscopic cross-section data 

listed in the macroscopic edit of the EPRI-Cell output file listed in Section 

E.4 is used. The macroscopic cross-sections used in the first four energy 

groups are collapsed into the fast energy group by flux weighting using the 

group fluxes also listed in the macroscopic edit. The following equation is 

used for thie calculation. 



The thermal group macroscopic cross aectloxu are given by the relation, 

The thermal group value for vZ<*2 is given by, 

Thus the 2-group core averaged macroscopic cross-sections representing 

all noncoolant materials are fc.î en by the following equations. 

The values of Â£2 can not be calculated directly from the cross-section 

data listed in the EPRI-Cell output file. The scattering cross-sections listed 

include ingroup scattering according to the following equation. 

The macrotwopic removal cross-section is defined as, 

which ie used to determine Xl1. Substituting this value into Equation 5.20, 

Z21 is determined by, 

17 1 



For Equation 5.7 the value of B2 remains to be determined. Since the 

value! for Vcore calculated for thin atudy range from 284.6L to 666.7L as 

listed in Table 6.3, an intermediate value for Vcore WBB chosen in order to 

calculate the value of@ for use in Equation 5.7. The value of B2 is then 

determined by Equation 4.37. 

where 

and 



The data calculated using the techniques described above and the 

associated values are listed below. 

The values listed above are substituted into Equation 5.7 and used to 

calculate a value for bff which is calculated to be kff- = 1.036. 



To determine the effect of a reduction in coolant density on Vcore, 

Equation 6.7 is rewritten as, 

where, 

fw = Fraction by which p(H20) muet be decreased 

(a = Fraction by which I32 must be decreased in response to fw 

Substituting a value for fw = 0.75 into Equation 5.23 along with the 

calculated values for the other parameters Equation 5.23 is solved via 

iteration for fe- The parameter fa is the approximate fraction by which the 

geometric buckling of each reactor core must be decreased in order to 

maintain constant reactivity. As evident from Equations 4.36 and 4.37, CB is 

proportional to the inverse square of f~ (fraction by which the core radius 

must be increased) by the following relation, 



Solving Equation 5.24 for fn yields, 

By Equation 4.35 the correction multiplier, Q, for Veore is given by, 

The parameter fy is the volume correction multiplier. By Equation 4.1, the 

correction multiplier, fq, for q'"ave,r and q"'maz is given by, 

Since mechanical bumup is proportional to q'"ave,r, the bumup correction 

multiplier is given by, 

fBu=fa (5.28) 

The correction multiplier, fm, for the net core material masses which are 

listed in Table 5.4 is given by, 

fm = fV (5.29) 

The values for the approximate correction factors are listed in Table 5.6. 



Table 5.8. Approximate correction multipliers. 



As stated earlier, it ie known that modem U.S. are fueled with very 

highly enriched uranium; greater than 90%. In this etudy, a reactor core 

using plate type fuel elements fueled with 97.3% enriched uranium which 

operates with a refueling lifetime of 1200FPD. wae modeled. The safety 

coefficients of reactivity and thermal  hydraulics results calculated are 

acceptable. 

The French have proved that the use of LEU (i.e., approximately 7% 

enriched uranium) as a nuclear submarine fuel is feasible. In this study a 

reactor core using plate type fuel elements fueled with 7% was enriched 

uranium wag modeled. However, it waa not posaible for this core to 

maintain criticality beyond a refueling lifetime of approximately 600FPD. 

Also for this case, the safety coefficient of reactivity and thermal hydraulics 

are acceptable. The volume of this core is roughly twice the size of the core 

fueled with 97.35 enriched uranium. This corresponds to a 17cm and 20cm 

increase in diameter and height respectively (these dimensions are 

correc-ted using correction factora of Table 5.6) 

A reactor core uaing plate type fuel elements fueled with 20% enriched 

uranium which operates with a refueling lifetime of 1200FPD. was 

modeled. The safety coefficient of reactivity and thermal hydraulics differ 

very little compared to the core fueled with 97.3% enriched uranium. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, low enriched uranium, LEU, is internationally 

regarded to be uranium with enrichment in the range 0% - 20%. Thus it is 



demonfitraced that a reactor core using LEU and with operating 

performance similar to the 97.3% enriched core, can be designed. The core 

fuel with 20% enriched uranium is, however, about two and one half times 

larger than the core fueled with 97.3% enriched uranium. This 

corresponds to a 24cm and 30cm increase in diameter and height 

respectively (these dimensions are corrected using correction factors of 

Table 5.61, T h u ~  a0 maintained in Chapter 1, those dimensional increams 

are sufficiently small that, they can easily be compensated for by the use of 

an integral reactor design. 



For each reactor core modeled in this study lifting one dimensional 

calculations, a more detailed analysis can be done which accounts for 

spatial dependence of fuel depletion, control rod motion and startup, 

shutdown and transient behavior. 

The DW3D code developed by Argonne National Laboratory can be used 

to model, with 3-D diffusion theory, the steady-state behavior of each reactor 

core. DIF3D solves multigroup diffusion theory eigenvalue, adjoint, fixed 

source and criticality (concentration search) problems in I-, 2- and 3-space 

dimensions for for orthogonal (rectangular and cylindrical), triangular 

and hexagonal geometries.[26] The reactor core fuel element grids 

illustrated in Figure 5,l and dimensions of Table 3.2 can be used in 

preparation of a DIF3D input file. The core heights listed in Table 5.5 can 

also be used. (Note that these dimensions must be corrected using the 

correction factors listed in Table 5.6). The EPRI-Cell input files used for 

this study are set up to produce 5-group cross-section data in ISOTXS data 

sets (see Appendix E) which can be input directly into DIF3D. 

To model the time dependant aspects o f  the fuel cycle of each reactor 

core, the REBUS-3 fuel cycle analysis code, also developed by Argorme 

National Laboratory, can be used. h in the above case the corrected 

dimensional data deocribed above can be used in preparation of a REBUS-3 

input file. There are four types of of search procedures that may be carried 

out in order to satisfy user supplied constrainta.[27] 



1) Adjustment of the reactor refueling lifetime in order to achieve a 

spedfied E.O.C. fuel bumup. 

2) Adjustment of the B.O.C. uranium enrichment in order to 

achieve a specified E.O.C. kÃ§f at  any specified point during the 

refueling lifetime. 

3) Adjustment of the bumable poison density (i.e., coolant water 

boron concentration) in order to maintain a specified value of kefr 

throughout the reactor refueling lifetime. 

4) Adjustment of the reactor refueling lifetime to achieve a specified 

value of lLtfr at E.O.C. 

Also, for REBUS-3, the 5-group cross-aection data listed in the ISOTXS 

data sets can be input directly. 

For thermal hydraulic transient analysis, the PARET code developed by 

the Phillips Petroleum Company, can be used. PARET is a digital 

computer program designed for use in predicting the course and 

consequences of nondestructive reactivity accidents in small reactor cores. 

This code couples neutronics and thermal hydraulics and uses point 

kinetics, 1-D hydrodynamics and 1-D heat transfer.[28] 
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AppenfiA 
Non-Proliferation Treaty and Foreign Nuclear Objectives 

Modern day concerns are not only with the continued diffusion of 

information related to he design of nuclear weapona, but also with the 

increasing availability of the technology to produce weapons usable 

materials. To date there are five "official" nuclear weapons states (NWS), 

the U.S., the U.S.S.R., the U.K., France and China. However, Israel, South 

Africa and Pakistan are widely believed to have the capability to produce 

nuclear weapons, while India detonated a peaceful nuclear explosion (PNE) 

in 1974. 

Relatively early on in the nuclear age, pressure began to develop for an 

international agreement to thwart both the vertical and especially :he 

horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons. (Horizontal proliferation refers 

to an increase in the number of states possessing nuclear weapons, while 

vertical proliferation refers to the growth in the nuclear arsenals of the five 

nuclear weapons states.) 

Consequently, in June 1958, Ireland submitted to the UN General 

Assembly, a reso1ution:requesting the establishment of a committee to 

study the dangers inherent in the further dissemination of nuclear 

weapons. This resolution did not deal specifically with horizontal 

proliferation; however it  recognized the possibility that an increase in the 

number of nuclear weapons states may occur. Following mounting 

concern by the international community, the title Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons was adopted in 1965 by the UN General Assembly in a 

resolution calling on the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC) 

to lay the foundation for such a treaty. After intense negotiations between 



the US and the USSR, final drafts of a treaty were submitted at the UN.[29] 

Upon further revisions by the ENDC the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapona Treaty waa signed in June 1968. A central element of the Treaty 

is a system of safeguards to be administered by the Vienna based 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which was established in 

1967. The objective of the safeguards system is to verify that nuclear 

materiala used for peaceful activities in NNWS is not diverted to the 

production of nuclear weapons. 

Since it e u ~ d  into force in March of 1970, 135 nations have signed the 

treaty, including three of the five nuclear weapona states. France and China 

refused to sign, along with a number of NNWS such as Argentina, Brazil, 

India, Israel, Pakistan and South Africa. This brings to light an inherent 

weakness in the non-proliferation regime; not all of the significant NNWS 

are members.[30] This was further demonstrated by the indigenous 

acquisition of a nuclear explosive by India in 1974 as evidenced by its so called 

"peaceful nuclear explosion". In its attainment of a nuclear explosive 

capability, India set a precedent; none of the other NWS had reached this 

status via commercial nuclear development, rather the converse is true: 

commercial nuclear development was based, in part, on previous military 

work.[31] Since India is not an NPT signatory, it could claim to have violated 

neither the Treaty's prohibition of all nuclear explosive devices or explosive 

use of nuclear material supplied by other nations. However, Canada did 

claim that India violated its pledge not use a Canadian supplied research 

reactor to produce the plutonium for the PNE. 

Another perceived weakness of the NPT is the nonrequirement of 

safeguards for nuclear material used for maritime nuclear propulsion, 

including its military application. This was intended by the Treaty's 



drafters. In the 19606, several NATO members, including Italy and the 

Netherlands, were actively considering the acquisition of nuclear powered 

ships and demanded an exclusion for nuclear propulsion.[29] As a result, 

it is permissible under Paragraph 14 of the IAEA model safeguards 

agreement INFCIRCL153 - 10 to withdraw from IAEA safeguards, nuclear 

fuel when it is used in non-explosive military applications such as fuel for 

submarine reactore.[30] The NPT only aflaigna the IAEA the obligation of 

applying safeguards to nuclear materials in use for peaceful activities such 

as that used in research or commercial reactom. However, to date* no 

NNWS has availed itaelf to this exemption to the rule that all nuclear 

material in NPT NNWS is subjected to safeguards. 

To date, only the five members of the official nuclear weapons club have 

developed the technology to build nuclear powered submarines (SSNs). 

However, in December 1987, India "leased" an SSN of the Charlie clam 

from the Soviet Union, making it the first ever NNWS to operate this type of 

submarine.[32] The NPT and associated IAEA system of safeguards did 

not prohibit this transfer on either the part of the Soviets or India.1331 A 

related development occurred in June 1987, when Canada, a long time 

supporter of non-proliferation, announced planes to acquire a fleet on 10-12 

SSNs*. Since Canada has impeccable non-proliferation credentials, there 

was little concern that it would utilize the safeguards exemption to divert 

enriched uranium for weapons. However, some analysts thought that it 

would set an unfortunate precedent in this regard. However, Canada 

sought to alloy these concerns by dedering that it would enter into a 

bilateral monitoring arrangement with its supplier to cover the period 

during which the material is not subject to IAEA safeguards*. 

Another problem is that states such as Brazil may seek to justify the 



development of an indigenow uranium enrichment capability by the 

requirement for enriched uranium for nuclear eubmarine reactor fuel. 

The ptmtid for nuclew weapm development exieta S ~uch a capability 

werQ achieved. 

* 111 April 1989, Canada  ha^ aince cmcelled its SEN acquiaitiorh program due to 
budgetary con at rain ti^ 



or for th ia  aae ,  

F'issile isatopea (W, W 5 ,  PuB9, hall have a large fimion LTO~~S-section at 

thermal neutron energies (i.e., 500b at 0.025eV)b while fissionable isotope8 

mch a0 Pug41 and Us38 have a very low croaa-wction at such energim. In 

fact, the fi~sian cmaa-aection of W ia eaaentially zero below a neutron 

energy of IMeV. 

The principal fiasile iaotopea umd in nuclear weapon$ are m35 and 

Pu239. Weapon0 grade uranium and plutonium contain greater than 90% of 

thew iwtupes respdvely. The actual amounts required for weapon8 use 

depend on the detaile of a number of f a d m  which are not available to the 

general public. However, it ia known that the critical mas8 hninimum 

mass required fcr criticality b a d  on prompt neutrons) of the fissile metal 

a8 a reflected sphere is roug!dy 6kg for Pu*39, and 18kg for m35. A possible 

reflector in a 8 e  is beryllium. 



About 8kg of typical LWR plutonium conatitutea a critical mam when 

fab5catd inb a reflectad aphere.[31] Use of an oxide reduce8 the fi8sile 

abxn damity and i n m a  th mitical mas8 by approximately 50%. Such 

qumtitiea of thew mbrida are not very large; i*e., a 4kg sphere of 

plutanium ia amaller than a ba~ball.[l] 

When the concentration or enrichment of p s  &pa below 20%, the 

reflected critical maaa b e ~ x m t ~  prohibitively high, becoming infinite below 

abut  6%. For Pu239, the m f l d  wit id  xrmu ia 20kg at 0% fiaaile content. 

Thia is  flu~trated in Figure B.1. Bare unreflectad critical masses are a 

factor of three to four times highar.[M]. 



4 0  60 

Fiwile Content (%) 

Figure B.lm Reflected critical mame0 of uranim and p1utmiu.m Va. 
iwbpic &.[34] 



The nuclear fiwion chain d o n  can be d e w r i m  quantitatively in 

brma of the neutron multiplication f h b r  (k). ? M a  ia defined as the ratio of 

the number of fimiom (or ffihon wutmm) in in OM generation to the 

number of fisaiom (or fidm MU-) in the p m d i n g  generation. 

naamber of from in om generation 
k= number of fiedono in pmmding pnaration (C. 19 

If k i~ equal to 1, the reachr ia said to be &tied and is operating in a steady 

stab.. If k ie greater than or lime than 1, the reactor ia @aid la b 

aupedtical  and subcritid mepdvely. The idbib mdtipliation 

factor, khf, is wed b describe a mactor of W t e  dimensions (i.e., no 

neutron leakage h m  the reactor surface). The effective multiplication 

factar9 bm ie ut3eci to daecrik a reactor of finite dimemions (i.e., accounts 

for neutron leakage). 

The neutron multiplication factor i~ ut~xl t~ define a tern known a8 

reactivity, p. 

If a reactor ia critical, bfi is  equal to 1 and the reactivity i8 equal 0. If kefi 

ware ducxid, for a m p l e ,  by the heerti~n of a neutron abmrber into the 

reachr, the r m h v i w  would k negativem Thus the insertion of a neutron 

abwrber or control rod corregwn& ta the insertion of negative reactivity. A 



positive reactivity insertion comepoads to the a change that hcreaaea the 

neutron population auch aÃ r e p l w  a fuel element with one containing 

uranium fuel of a higher enrichment. There are many other changes that 

can take place in a reactor that correspond to the insertion of negative 

reactivity or positive reactivity. 



For a reactor operating at a thermal power of P megawatts (MW) and 

with a recoverable energy per fission, the rate at which fissions occur per 

second in the entire reactor ia, 

10joulf  fi~aion Fission rate = P MW x wu-aec x MeV x 86,400 aec 

1.60 joule day 

This can be converted to grams per day fissioned, which is also called the 

bumup rate. 

2 1 23 

Burnup rate = 2.70 x 10 P fissions 6.023 x 10 atoms mole 
day mole 235 grams 2 3 5 ~  

= 1.05 P grams fissioned/day. (D.2) 

Thus 1 g/day of U235 is fissioned for every megawatt of reactor thermal 

operating power. Equation D.2 neglects the effects of radiative capture in 

U235. The total neutron absorption rate in the uranium, (1 + a), is given by 

the ratio of the microscopic absorption cross section fro the microscopic 

fission crosa-section, 



From Equations D.1 and D.3 it follows that, 

Consumption rate = 1.05(1 + a)P g/day. (D.4) 

Since the value of a at thermal energies i8 0.169, from Equation D.4, U235 is 

consumed at a rate of 1.23g/day for every megawatt of reactor thermal 

operating power. The consumption rate however does not represent the 

amount of heavy metal destroyed. 

Since a reactor operating at 1MW for 1 day fissions 1.05 grams ofU235, 

is the maximum theoretical burnup attainable. [7] 



T h i e  appendix is divided into four section that together describe the 

EPRI-Cell inputloutput data and process. These sections include an input 

description as presented by the EPRI-Cell user's manual, a discussion of 

the input data required to satisfy the input parameters needed to perform 

the calculations, description and interpretation of the EFRI-Cell output, 

and a sample EPRI-Cell output file. 

The following is a description, according to the EPRI-Cell user's 

manual, of the input information such as titles, variables and 

calculatiodedit controls needed to run the EPRI-Cell code and produce the 

desired output in a suitable form. Each input item is numbered for later 

reference. 

All input, with the exception of title cards, uses the standard NAMELIST input 
routine. For the general input option, data are entered in the namelist title of INFREE. 

Titles 

Alphanumeric titles for EPRI-Cell must precede ail other input cards. The content of 
title cards are as follows: 

(1)  CARD1 This is a case title, which may use 80 columns and be in any format. 

(2) CARD 2 Four character name for each composition K in increasing order. 
(20A4 format) 

(3) cAFm 3 Four character name for each region in increasing order. (10A4 
format) 

(4) CARD 4 Four character name for each zone L in increasing order. (1  OA4 
format) 



Nuclides and Number Densities 

The NAMEUST input required to describe the initial number densities are listed 
below. 

(5) NOOM Number of Compositions in the cell 
(6) ID Number of nuclidcs in the problem (max=25). 

(7) NUCLD(J) ZAS LD. for each nuclide present in the problem, entered in 
-. The U S  1.D. for an isotope is determined !?om: 

ZAS I.D. = Z*1000ft4-A*10+S 

where Z = AtomicNumber 
A = Atomic Weight 
S = Any I.D. from 0 to 9 to distinguish different sources of 

cross-section sets for the same isotope. 

Table 3.3 of the EPRI-Celi usefs manual lists the nuclides in the 
GAM/THERMOS library. Also. an attached memo by E. M. 
Pe~ington, April 4, 1984. lists the ZAS LD.'s of the nuclides in 
the EPRI-Cell library. Note that for depletion calculations, nuclides 
999999 and 999998 (fission products are lumped into these dummy 
nuclides) must be included in this list as well as the isotopes of 
plutonium, Xe135 and SmL49 (as 1CWf zero). 

(8) TEMPID(J) Temperature I.D. for scattering kernel of each nuclide. Allowable 
values of ZAS I.D. and temperature I.D. for the current library are 
listed in Table 3.3 of the EPRI-Cell user's manual. (OK) 

(9) PUREDN(J,K) Pure number density of nuclide J in composition K. (atoms/barn-cm) 

(10) VOLFRC(K,L) Volume fraction of composition K in zone L. 
(DEFAULT-400*0.0) 

(1 1) DENFRC(K,L) Density fraction of composition K in zone L. 
(DEFAULT=400* 1.0) 

Calculation and Edit Controls 

Optional calculationid paths and edits are specified via the input array OPTION(I). In 
general, if OPTION(I)=l, the option is selected and if it is entered as 0 it is not selected. 
The default values are zero unless specified. 

(13) OPTION(2) N.U. 

(1 4) OPTION(3) Group dependent buckling will be used. Array AL2(J) also 
required as input 

(1 5 )  OPTION(4) Heavy scatterer present. 





(35) OFTION(24) Enter 0 if tunestep lengths input in MWD/TONNE, or 1 if input in 
hours. 

(36) OFTION(25) - 

Other Parameters Controlling the Calculation 

(37) NTS 

(38) TiMSTP(N) 

(39) POW 

(40) RBLPWR(N) 

(41) BUCKLG 

(42) U(J) 

Number of G-OS calculations. (max=30, 
DEFAULT=l) 

Duration in hours for timestep N for CINDER calculation. 
(max=29, DEI'AULT=lOO.O, 4CG.O. 1500.0, 26*2000.0) 

Power in Watt@cm of height (DEFAULT=l .O) 

Relative power of rimestep N. (DEFAIJLT=30* 1.0; use 1 .OE-7 for 
a zero power timestep) 

Total buckling in cm*. This is the grotip independent buckling 
when OPT!ON(3)=0. When OPTION(3)- 1 ,  see below. 

Group dependent buckling for 68 fast groups. Use vVphen 
OPTION(3)=1, in which case BUCKLG is used as a single value of 
buckling for the thermal group. 

Number of groups in thermal calculation (DEPAULT=35 for the 
current library). 
Index of fission spectrum (9 for U@ or 10 for MO; is 
recommended). (DEFAULT=9) 

Entcr 1.0 for P-,l or 0.0 for B-1 fast calculation. 

Edit indicator for each zone L. Each zone L whose edit indicator is 
1 is included in the "edit cell". Extra zones in a supercell calculation 
supercell calculation, lEDIT for the extra region should be 0. For a 
supercell edit, IEDIT for the extra region should be I .  

First fine group in broad fast group I. The standard 5 group 
structure is obtained by inputting LBG=1,11,3 1 $3. (DEFAULTS) 

The thermal broad group for each fine thermal group. The standard 
5 group structure is obteir-ed by inputting I5GT--21*5,14*\ 
(DEFAULTS) 

Value of bif sought if this is a search run. (DEFA(JLT=1.0) 

Convergence criteria for search calculations. (DETAULT==O.C01) 



(51) TEMP(L) Temperature (OK): If a nuclide is entered whose thermal cross- 
sections are determined from doppler-broadened resonance 
parameters, (e.g.,FuW, Gd 155), TEMP(l) is required. TEMP(3). 
required for the 5 or collapsed group edits, Is the moderator 
temperature (utilized in the generation of the MND diffusion 
coefficient). 

Geometry Data 

The input required to describe the general geometry is listed below. 

(52) NGEOM Set this equal to 1 to invoke slab geometry. Absence of this flag 
invokes the standard cylindrical geometry. 

(53) ZONEPTff) Number of space points in zone I. 

(54) ZONETK(I) Thickness of zone I in cm. 

( 5 5 )  ZONECT(1) Depletion indicator for zone I. Use 1 if zone I is depletable or zero 
if zone I is depletable. 

(56) XTREG Region number or scattering ring, if any. This signals the code that 
region number "XTREGff has no physical significance and is not to 
be included in the thermal flux normalization, etc. (DEFAULT4) 

Resonance Data 

The resonance treatment in EPRI-Cell is based on equivalence relations which employ 
tables of groupwise resonance integrals as a function of temperature and excess potential 
scattering cross-sections. In the current library, U235, Urn, Pum and Pumhave resonance 
data. !f a nuclide is  requested in the cell calculation and no resonance date are entered, then 
the infinite dilute cross-sections are used. Therefore, entries for Pu239 and Pum should be 
made for depletion calculations even though initial atom densities are lom. The input 
describing the resonance date is as follows: 

(57) NUCRE Number of nuclides for which resonance data are entered. 

(58) IDRES(J) ZAS I.D. number of nuclides for which resonance calculations are 
to be done. For each of the nuclides listed in IDRES(J), five input 
values are required. 

(59) RES(1J) Resonance temperature in O K  for the Ĵ  resonance nuclide. 

(60) RES(2,J) The mean chord length Lave, for the absorbing lump where the Ĵ  
nuclide exists. For the fuel cell problem, 

where, 

V = Volume of fuel (i.e., material between cladding plates). 
S = Surface area of fuel. 



(61) RES(3,J) The Dancoff factor, C, for the interaction between lumps containing 
the J *̂ resonance nuclide. 

(62) RES(4.J) The excess potential scattering cross-section in absorbing lump for 
the Ith resonance nuclide. This value in calculated from, 

where NJ is the number density if the ft1 resonance nuclide in the 
absorbing lump. The summation over I inc1udes all nuclides in the 
absorbing lump except the f1 resonance nuclides. 

The values in the summation are, 

N1 = Number densities of the isotopes in the lump. 
XI = Intermediate resonance parameter X for isotope I. 

a p ~  = Potential scattering for isotope I. 

Recommended values for X and op are lisled in Table 3.4 of the 
EPRI-Celi user's manual. 

(63) RES(5.J) Number density of the J* resonance nuclide in the absorbing lump 
where, 

Number density = PUREDN*VOLFRC*DENFRC (E.3) 

Grain Heterogeneity Data 

The connection for grain heterogeneity will be applied if the following data are entered 
an non-zero values. 

(64) NUMGRN Composition number of the grain particles. (DEFAULT=O) 

(65) GRAIND Grain diameter in cm. 

Factors for Depletion 

The following correction factor may be adjusted to adjust depletion results, if required. 

(66) DEPNF Depletion normalization factor applied in GAM/THERMOS to 
both Â£a31 and Â£a41 from CINDER. 



Variables Used to Designate an ISOTXS Data Set 

An ISOTXS data set must be created in cider to allow the input of the EPRJ-Cell 
generated data into DlF'3D. (DIF3D is a code used to solve one, two and three dimensional 
diffusion theory problems) 

Flag for generation of ISOTXS cross-sections for timestep N. 
4 (DEFAULT) Exclude cross-sections for this timestep. 
= 1 Include cross-sections for this timestep. Combine the 

epithermal and thermal fission products into one fission 
product. 

=2 Include cross-section for this tunestep. Leave the epithennal 
and thermal fission products as separate lumped fission 
products. 

Rag to describe how the epithermal and thermal fission product 
cross-sections are to be calculated in the ISOTXS data set. 
4 (DEFAULT) Write the pseudo cross-sections. These are the 

same cross-sections that arc printed in the EPRI-Cell output. 
These pseudo cross-sections when multiplied by the 
homogenized concentrations prinled in EPRI-Cell give "true" 
macroscopic cross-sections. 

= 1 Write the "real" cross-sections. These cross-sections are, the 
pseudo cross-sections multiplied by the homogenized 
concentrations divided by the total fission source per unit 
volume. The ECDATA file generated by the EPRI-Cell 
contains the pseudo lumped fission product cross-sections, 
homogenized concentrations, and total fission source per unit 
volume. 

Rag for the existence of ISOTXS data set 
==0 (DEFAULT) ISQTXS is a new data set. 
=1 ISOTXS is an old data set. Add cross-sections to this set. 

Number of broad groups in the thermal region. (DEFAULT=2) 

Number of broad groups in fast region. (DEFAULT=3) 

User supplied isotope name to designate the isotope in the ISOTXS 
data set Isotope names must be in the same order as the Z4S 
nuclidc I.D.'s specified in the NUCUD array. (DEFAULT=names 
specified in the THERMOS library). Blank name designates that 
isotope will not be written into the ISOTXS data set for any time 
step. 

N.U. - Not Used 



In order to use EPRI-Cell to accomplish the objectives of this study, not 

all of the input items 1 through 72 listed above were required. The following 

section is a list of the of the input items used. Also included are comments 

on the data $upplied or methad doh- the data to matigfi each of the 

input items used. Default values of variables are automatically invoked by 

the EPRI-Cell code when the variable i a  not used in an input file. 

CARD1 (1) Tide of case, (reactor power, type of fuel, number of fuel 
plates in the fuel element, uranium enrichment, weight percent 
(wt%) gadolinia present in the fuel) 

CARD2 (2)  Four character name for each composition, in increasing order, 
in fuel cell to be modeled. 

GAD = Gadolinia 
ZR4 = Zircaloy - 4 
H20 = Water 
U02 = Uranium dioxide fuel 

Note, forth character is entered as a blank 

(3) Four character name for each region, in increasing order, in 
the fuel cell to be modeled. 

FUEL = Fuel region of U@ and structural zircaloy - 4 
withorwithoutGd2Q. . 

CLAD = Clad region consisting only of rircaloy - 4. 
MOD = Coolant region consisting only of Hfl .  
POIS = Lumped burnable poison region consisting 

only of Gdfi. 

(4) Four character name for each zone L, in increasing order, in 
increasing order. 

FUEL = Fuel zone of U@ and structural zircaloy - 4 
with or without G&O}. 

GLAD = Clad zone consisting only of zircaloy - 4. 
MOD = Coolant zone consisting only of H20. 
POIS = Lumped burnable poison zone consisting 

only of Gd*. 



NGEOM (52) Set equal to 1 to invoke slab geometry (i-e., plate type fuel). 

NOOM ( 5 )  Set at 4, (i.e., four compositions in the fuel element, GAD, 
ZR4, H20 AND U02) 

ID (6)  Set at 17 for the nuclides present in the fuel element. 

NUCLJD(J) (7) The ZAS I.D. of the 17 nuclides or lumped nuclides present in 
the fuel element Each nuclick and its ZAS 1Â°K) are listed 
beiow. Note that the higher actinides have been neglected for 
purposes of this study. 

Hydrogen 

Boron 

Samarium 

arCaloy - 4 is treated as a single 
nuclide by EPRI-Cell. 

Treats all hydrogen isotopes in 
natural proportions. 

Treats all boron isotopes in natural 
proportions. The input files were 
set up with the capability to 
model berated coolant. 
However, this burnable poison 
(chemical shim) was not considered 
in this study. Thus its 
concentration in the input number 
density arrays was zeroed by 
entering a number density of 1030 

atomslbarn-ctn 

Treats all oxygen immpes in 
natural proportions. 

Treats ~e133. This isotope, either 
as a fission product or a product of 
fission product decay is not 
included in the fission product 
lumps. 

Treats Sm"49. This isotope, either 
as a fission product or a product of 
fission product decay is not 
included in the fission product 
lumps. 



~d 155 

GdlS7 

~ 2 3 5  

u236 

~ 2 3 8  

pu239 

p.240 

pu24 ! 

pu242 

F.P. 1 

F.P.2 

Treats the isotope Gd155, Entering 
Gd^S initializes Gdl54, ~ d l 5 6 ?  
Gd158 and Gd159 in the CINDER 
calculation in the naturally occurring 
proportions. Thus only the number 
densities of the isotopes Gd1^ and 
Gd157 are entered in the input files, 
while the remaining gadolinium 
isotopes arc teated as a void by the 
user. 

Treats the isotope Gd1S7. 

Titdts the isotope uZ35. 
Treats the isotope ~236 .  

Treats the isotope u23*. 

Treats the isotope ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  

Treats the isotope ~$40 .  

Treats the isotope ~ ~ 2 ~ 1 .  

Treats the isotope ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  

This is a dummy isotope for 
treatment of the lumped epithermal 
absorption effects of fission 
products. (I b. from 0.625ev to 
5530 ev) 

This is a dummy isotope for 
treatment of the lumped thermal 
absorption effects of fission 
products. (I b. at 2200dsec) (l/v 
from 0 to 0.625ev) 

HISONM(J) (72) Each input file was set up for the generation of the ISOTXS 
data set so as to allow the option of running DIF3D for a 
particular case in the event a more detailed calculation was 
deemed necessary. Thus an entry for HISONM was required 
for each nuclide in order to designate its existence i n  the 
ISOTXS data set. The abbreviation or HISONM chosen for 
each each of the 17 nuclides, in order of increasing ZAS I.D. 
are, ZR, H, B, 0, XE, SM, (3155, G157, U35, U36, U38, 
P39, P40, P41, P42, FP1 and FP2. 



The values of for this parameter were selected from TABLE 
3.3 of the EPRI-Cell user's manual based on an estimated 
average coolant temperature of 300Â¡ for the coolant, 38VC 
for the cladding and 7WC for the fuel. These numbers need 
not be refined since the current EPRI-Cell library contains 
roughly 3 to 7 temperatures at which microscopic cross- 
section sets are available. The cross-section sets at the 
temperatures closest to those specified above for coolant, 
cladding and fuel were selected. 

Set at 0 in order to generate a new ISQTXS data set after each 
EPRI-Cell run. 

Set at 1 for each dmcstep in cider that the cross-sections for 
each rimestep be included in the ISOTXS data set. A value of 
1 results in the cpithcnnal and thermal fission products being 
combined into one fission product. 

Default taken resulting in two broad groups in the thermal 
region. 

Default taken resulting in three broad groups in the fast 
region. 

Set at 1 by the direction of Reference [lo]. 

Design variable which specifies the number densities of each 
nuclide in each composition. The number densities in each 
fuel zone must be changed with each design calculation. 
Number densities h the moderator zone are changed in order 
to calculate the coolant void coefficient of reactivity for a 
particular reactor core. The calculation of these values is 
discussed in Section 4.1.2.5. These values are read into an 
m y  by the EPRI-Cell code. Array locations not receiving an 
entry arc set at 0 by default. 

Design variable which specifies the volume fractions of each 
composition in each zone of the cell and which must be 
changed with each calculation. The calculation ot these values 
is discussed in Section 4.1.2.4. These values are read into an 
array by the EPRI-Cell code. Array locations not receiving an 
entry are set at 0 by default. 

Set at one resulting in the space points of a particular 
zone being set at equal thickness. The number of space points 
is designated by the input parameter ZONEPTfI) where I is the 
zone number in the cell. 

Set at 1 to invoke the analytic isotropic boundary condition. 

Set=5 for the standard 5 group edit in the EPRI-Cell output. 
Thus five collapsed broad groups will be edited. 



OPTION(25) (36) 

NTS (37) 

Set=l in older to permit time steps to be entered in 
MWD/Tonnc. 

The number of depletion calculations (GAM^THERMOS 
calculations) that will be performed by EPRI-Cell is equal to 
NTS- 1. For each run, EPRI-CeU automatically performs an 
initial undcpletcd cell calculation. For the LEU case to be run 
at 600 FPD (full power days), NTS was set equal to 9 
resulting in 8 depletion calculations. For the HEU cases to be 
run at 1200FPD, NTS was set equal to 12 resulting in 1 1 
depletion calculations. 

Although NTS-1 Urmals or timcsteps exist between 
depletion calculations, NTS intervals must be specified in the 
EPRI-Cell input file. The last timestep is not used by EPRI- 
Cell. 

For both the 600FPD LEU cases and the 1 2 0  FPD HEU 
cases run for this study, depletion calculations were performed 
at the following times (in days) extending over the operating 
life of the reactor cores. 

The initial undepleted cell calculation is performed at time=0 in 
the above sequence. Depletion calculations are spaced close 
together at the beginning of core life in order to account for 
xenon buildup. The above sequence results in the following 
dmestep values (in hours). 

Design variable specifying the reactor core power density in 
Wattdm of height Its use is discussed in Section 4.1.2.6. 
This value is calculated by the following equation, 

where q"laveJ is the desired reactor average power density in 
kW/L or W/cm and the cell thickness is the sum thickness of 
the zones specified by the parameter ZONETK(1) in cnz 

Design variable specifying the reactor core geometric buckling. 
Its use in this study is discussed in Section 4.1.2.6 (See 
Appemdix F). 

Set=9 to invoke a U@ fission neutron energy spectrum. 

Set* to invoke transport theory calculation. 

Set=l for few each zone to be modeled in order that data 
calculated for each zone appear in the ou p u t  file. 



(55) Sets1 for he1 and burnable pim m e s  since they are 
depletable. S e d  for cladding md modmator mnes since they 
are none depkuble. 

(57) Setd  simx 7 nuclides ax present in the fuel element for 
which remm data me entered. 

f l M  922361 Tmts the isotope @%. 

~ 2 3 8  922384 Treats the isotope u3*. 
h 2 3 9  942394 Tmts the isotope hZ3? 

h 2 a  94242 Tmts the isotope PUN. 

hM1 94241 1 Tmts the isotope hul. 

h 2 4 2  94242 1 Treats h isotope h M 2 .  

(59) The nuclides for which mwnancc data are en&red am present 
in tbc he1 ~ I E  of which the average temperature was 
estimaM to be roughly 7 W C "  n u s  WS(1,J) ww set q u i d  
to 1 W K .  



(60) The m a n  chad kngth, -ed by RES(2,J), was caIculatd 
by Quation El t~ be 0.29m ami 0.1m for the thick plate 
and thin plate reactor designs mspxtively. 

(62) This variab1e must be changed in response to a change in the 
design v ~ l c s  P W N ( J , K )  and/or VOLFRC(K,L). This 
is ciiscusscd in Sections 4.1.2.4. and 4.1.2.5. The 

As stated in Section 4.1.2.4, the parameter REs(4F35) and 
RE!j(4,@=) must be charaged with each cdculation inv~lving 
a change in the U W d f i  d o  in the fuel m e  (fuel meat) or 
a change in the volume Man of fuel material in the fuel 
z m e ~  For the fuel element designs of this study, these 
parameten are ca lcu lad  by the fol10iving equations, 



(63) By J2qution E. 3, tiis variable must be changed in response to 
a change in the design variables PU'REDN(J,K) and/or 
VOUXC(K&)e This is discussed in Section 4.1.2.4 and 
4.1.2.5. 



Each section of the EPRI-Cell output file ig described below. The 

sections are numbered for hture reference. 

(1) Ekho back of input case or sample EPRI-Cell input file. 

Processed Input Data Listings 

(2) W S  and ~~~ of each nuclide 

(3) Geometry edit containing the inwal radii of the- each space point in the m d e l d  cell 
dong with its respective mne number, ~ g i o n  number, depletion indicator and edit 
indicator. 

(3) h e  Number Density arrays spi f ied  by PUR=Ei.DN(J,K). 

(4) Volume Fractions for each zone as specifid by VQLFRC(K,L). 

(5) Density Factm for each m e  as s p i f i d  by DENFRC(K$). Note that in 
this study, this input parmter  has not been used. 

Beginning of Calculation (Edited for Each Timestep) 

(6) Homogenized Number Densities of nuclicks by region. 

(7) Homgenkd Concentrations of nuclides for the Super Cell a d  the Fxiit Cell. 

(8) Nan-Lattice hction printed. 

(9) Two Group High Cut Off Mmscopic Cross-Sectio~~s and bff for lwo group 
Super Cell. 

( 10) Microscopic Oms-Set tion edit. 

(1 1) Mamscopic Cross-Sectionsp b ~ ,  and bnf. 

(12) F r a d d  N e u m  Balance &it. 



This appendix contabu two 8amplti? t h e  0tep0 printed with the EPRX- 

Cell output file for the thick plate 97.3% enriched HEU caw. The edit for 

timestep 1 wnbine the data for the initid undeplebd hd cell dcdation, 

while the edit for h e a t e p  2 contains the data for the m n d  depletion 

dadation. A h  included are the pr- input echo back and proceaaed 

input dak l i ~ f h g ~ .  
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ID. 

3l REG. 
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ff M E  POX3 POIS FUI9 C l h D  Hal  CLm FUEL 
H w L  * 

W E R  22 23 a 2S 26 27 28 
NAME 

e e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * * ~ * w ~ u ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ * * * ~ u * f f ~ * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
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ZIRC4 a I. 0000000-20 1 -OOOO~OD-20 I .0000000-20 4.25~060-02 o .U 4.25180BQ-@Z 3.401440D-02 
w 

HYDRO6EH * 1 . 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ - 2 0  I.OUOOOOD-20 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ - a  0.8 6.6MlUO-02 8-0 2. O ~ O O O ~ W ~ I  
#I 

BfYRON-10 * 9.9823530-21 9.9818450-21 9.9798050-21 6.0 1. OOOO0OD-ZO 0.0 I .99%17&-2 1 * 
OXYGEN-! * 1.90410OD-@2 1-90410OD-@Z 1.904100D-02 0.0 3.343fFSlD-02 0.0 9.28%40D-03 

* 
XE1354 * 4.5891590-25 4.737072XI-25 5.070957U-25 0.0 0.0 6.0 3- 724*2t~-@ 

W1494 2.1852 1 ID-25 2.2692800-25 2. SZ37290-2S 0.8 a. @.a 1.97039 1048 
a 

GO-155 * 1.8759690-03 1.875739D-03 1.873692D-03 0.0 @.a G.0 3. 6 5 ~ 4 2 ~ -  13 
e 

=-I57 1.981962D-03 7.9808MD-03 1.9713470-03 0.0 0.0 @.a 5. 12!51~-11 
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U-2359 * 9.9957845-21 9.9957030-21 9.9953760-21 8.0 0.0 0.a 4.518203U-03 * 
U-2369 4 9.998262Q-21 9.99827W-21 9.9983ZW-21 0.g 0.6 0.a 6.$Â§117SD-@ 

rn 
U-238% * 9.99771W-21 9.9977090-21 9.997?m-21 e.0 0.0 0. @ 1 . 2 ~ 3 9 9 0 - 0 ~  
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PW394 * 9.989&9?0-21 9.9891030-21 9.9874870-21 0.0 0.0 0.a 2.8m7m-@E 
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W 4 5 S  * 9.9474540-21 9.947611D-21 9.9479530-21 0.0 0.0 O . @  I.Q!Zm.50-11 * 
KQ413 1.0046070-20 I.OOG5733-20 1.0044690-28 0.9 0.0 0.a 1.9790 115- 

PUi?42$ * 9.99423B-21 9 -9943450-21 9.994674D-21 0 0.0 0.0 1.999 16SD-21 * 
F.P. EPI  a 2.34347lD-05 2.7224460-05 6.6866030-05 0.0 a.0 9.  @ S .605=-@5 

u 
F.F. THE a 2.909493D-05 3-42 10090-05 7 -9603580-05 0.0 o.# @.a  2.68965B-M 
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DATA TOR ISOTX9 D&TA SET 
MAXIKUM ENERGY B C f B R Y  

1.UOOOOE+07 8.20850E+05 5.53084Et03 1.855S9â‚¬* b.24933E-Of 2.530OOE-0% 

DATA FOB FAST GROUPS 

CHI 

DATA FOR FIVE GROUP SET 

fflERMhL BROAD BRCUP FLUX 
GROUP FLUX 

< 9 . W M D * 1 2  
5 1.484400*13 

ABSORPTION FISSION HU-FISSION TOTAL 

NUCLIDE 10010 

ABSORPTION FISSION TOTAL 

HUCLIOE 5CIGO 

ABSORPTION TOTAL 



TOTAL SCATTEBIH6 TKttWOBT N.2H 

ABSORPTION F ISSIOM TOTAL SCATTERINB TRANSPORT W,a< 



* * *  
w w w  



w.- sna 



Tabular rolte 

Â 

This a appendix summarizes in detail all calculated results for this 

study. Table F.1 eumaiarizes the design results for reactor cores 1, 2 and 3. 

Table F.2 summarizes the design results for reactor cores 4 and 5. In these 

tables, isotopic number densities in the fuel for the uranium and plutonium 

nuclidea at B.O.C. and E.O.C. are listed. 



Table F.I. Summary of calculated results (thick plate design). 

Initial Fuel enrichment 

Fuel type 
Full power days at 50 MWth 
Fuel volume percent in core 
UQz volume percent in fuel 
U@ loading h c o r e ( e / d )  

Gd2Q distribution 
Gdf i  in the foci (wt%) 

WzQ} volume percent in core 
Lump thickness(cm) 

!a?xLuG - (m) 
Height (m) 
Volume Qim) 

Buckling (cm-3) 
q'"avg (k w/liicr) 
q'"rnax (kwh ter) 

B ~ U P  m m  
Burnup (at%) 

U-235 number density (a/d)* 
U-235 content (kg) 
U-238 number (tensity (a/cm3)* 

U-238 content (kg) 

htod content (kg) 

A k f ~ e ~  uanp (Thiel 293% - 1000Â¡K 
Akvoid (p(water) decrease 10%) 

LEU mu - 
7% 20% 97.3% 

Caramel Caramel (UChff~ Cermet) 
600 1,200 1.200 
25.55% 2 1.29% 2 1.29% 
84.44% 70.0% 10.0% 
2.095 1.449 0.413 

Uniform (Lumped every 7th plate) 



Final Fuel Enrichment 
U-235 number density (a/cd)* 
U-235 content (kg) 

U-230 a u m k  density (a /cd) *  
U-236 con tent (kg) 
(J-238 number density ( a / d ) *  
U-238 content (kg) 

Pu-239 number density (a/cm3)* 

Pu-240 number density (a/cm3)* 

Pu-241 number density (a/crn3)* 
Pu-242 number density (a/cm3)* 
Pu-239 content (kg) 

Pu-240 content (kg) 

Pu-241 content (kg) 

Pu-242 conteait (kg) 
Pum* content (kg) 

AkM temp 293'K - 1WO0K) 
Akvoid   water) dcXlTW! 10%) 

* - The isotopic number densities listed are for the fuel meat and are not averaged over the 
core. 



Table F.2. Summary of calculated reaulta (ATR type, thin plate design). 

Fuel enrichmsnt 

Fuel type 
Full power days at 50 MWth 
Fuel volume percent in core 
UQz volume percent in fuel 
U@ loading in core(g/d) 
Gd2Q distribution 
G d f i  in the fuel ( w f i )  

Gd& volume percent in core 
Lump thickness(cm) 

Cflis-Sia- 
Diameter (m) 
Height (m) 
Volume (liters) 

Buckling (cm-3) 

q'Ivavg (kw/li tm) 
q'"max ( k w h  tcr) 

Burnup (MWDm 
Bumup (at%) 

U-235 number density (a/cd)* 
U-235 content (kg) 
U-238 number density (a/cd)* 
U-238 content (kg) 
Pue1*1 content (kg) 

k f u c i  toq (TfiEl 293Â° - W K ;  
Akvoid (p(vvater) decrease 10%) 

HEU H E W  
(Regular Channel) (Thin Channel) 

97.3% 97.3% 

(UW Cermet) (UOi/Zr Cermet) 
1,200 1.200 
14.34% 15.72% 

35.0% 33.0% 
0.464 0.470 

(Lumped every 7th plate) 
0 0 
2.24 1.34 
0.039 10 0.0285 



Final Fuel Enrichment 
U-235 number density (a /cd) *  

U-235 content (kg) 
U-236 number density (a /cd ) *  

U-236 content (kg) 
U-238 number density (a/&)* 
U-238 content (kg) 
Pu-239 number density (a/cm3)* 
Pu-240 number density (a/crn3)* 
Pu -24 1 number density (a/cm3)* 

Pu-242 number density (a/cm3)* 
Pu-239 content (kg) 
h-240 content (kg) 
Pu-24 1 content (kg) 

Pu-242 content (kg) 
Pumd content (kg) 

Ak1,tl (TN 293OK - 1000Â°K 
M v o i d  @(water) decrease 10%) 

* - The isotopic number densities listed are for the fuel meat and arc not averaged over the 
core. 



As stated in Section 4.1.2.6, the method used to account for the 

reduction in critical mass due to reflection Ke., dimensional reduction or 

reflector savings) is an approximation that is reasonable for small light 

water reactors. The reflector savings calculated by this method varies with 

core volume. In reality, reflector savings ie constant as core volume 

changes. For water moderated and reflected systems, the following 

empirical formula may be used to obtain the reflector savings or 

extrapolation length.[7] 

where 

8 = Reflector savings (cm) 

M+ = Thermal neutron migration area in the core (cm2) 

The thermal neutron migration area is defined ae, 

where 

L+ = Thermal neutron diffusion area in the core (cm2) 

T = Neutron age (-2) 



For water, T ia 27cm2. The thermal neutron diffusion area is defined as, 

I A . = ( l - O %  ((2.3) 

where 

L2TM = Thermal neutron diffusion area of the water moderator (cm2) 

f = Thermal utilization 

For water, L h  is  8.1cm2. The thermal utilization is defined as, 

The parameter, Z, ie given by, 

where the subscripts F and M refers to the fuel and moderator respectively. 

As in earlier discussion, I? and o refer to atom number density and 

microscopic neutron absorption cross-section respectively. 


